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AtolninterferonBetry
R. Delhuille, A. Miffre, B. Viaris de Lesegno, M. Buchner,
C. Robilliard, C. Rizzo, G. Trenec and J. Vigue
Laboratoire Collisions Agregats Reactivite-IRSAMC
Universite Paul Sabatier and CNRS UMR 5589, Toulouse, France
.....................................................................................

Historical overview [1]

I n 1924, Louis de Broglie generalized to material particles the
wave-particle duality, introduced by Einstein for the photon,

and gave the formula relating the wavelength Ato the particle
momentum p (p = mv in the non-relativistic approximation):
A=hip. This discovery, derived from theoretical considerations,
was rapidly confirmed by matter-wave diffraction experiments:
• in 1927, Davisson and Germer observed the diffraction ofelec

trons on the surface lattice of a metallic crystal;
• in 1930, Estermann and Stern made a beam of helium atoms

diffract on the surface of a NaCl crystal.

These experiments were then extended to inelastic diffraction and
to neutron diffraction. Such techniques allow the measurement of
the local order and give access to the dispersion relation of the
surface or volume elementary excitations. These probes (elec
trons, neutrons, helium atoms) are complementary to X-rays,
their interactions with matter being different. Besides, the early
diffraction experiments have opened the way towards the real
ization of matter-wave interferometers, but it took a long time
before two majors difficulties were overcome:
• for most matter waves, the accessible values ofwavelengths are

far shorter than a nanometer. For instance, in our interferome
ter, lithium atoms 7Li, with a velocity of 1060 m/s, have a de
Broglie wavelength A=54 pm, ten thousand times smaller than
that ofvisible light;

• there is no natural mirror or beam-splitter for matter waves.
Reflection on most solid surfaces is inelastic with a large prob
abilityand the small elastic component is not coherentbecause
the surface roughness, large with respect to the wavelength.

• • •.. .. ..t .. .. ..
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.... Fig. 1: Scheme of a three grating Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. After collimation by the slits So and 51, the matter
wave travels through the diffraction gratings which are either
material gratings or laser standing waves created by reflection of
traveling waves on the mirrors Ml, M2 and M3. Adetector 0 is
placed on one of the two outputs ofthe interferometer, labeled 1
and 2 in the figure.The interference signals on both outputs have
opposite phases.
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A simple generalization of optics was not possible. In 1952,
Marton and coworkers built a Mach-Zehnder electron interfer
ometer using electron diffraction from three very thin metallic
crystals. However, electron interferometry did not develop much,
probably because of the extreme sensitivity to stray·electric
fields.

Concerning neutrons, apart from an interferometer similar to
a Fresnel bi-prism built in 1962 by Maier-Leibnitz and Springer,
all neutron interferometers are based on successive Bragg reflec
tion on three gratings (see Fig. 1): the so-called "perfect crystal
neutron interferometer", using three gratings cut in the same sil
icon crystal,was first realized by H. Rauch and coworkers in 1974.
This apparatus shows excellent performance and its use is mostly
limited by the need of a thermal neutron source. Moreover, neu
trons are essentially insensitive to electric fields and interact only
weakly with matter, which also reduces the range of possible
experiments. In this context, the development of atom interfer
ometry considerably broadens the field of matter-wave
interferometry.

Birth of atom interferometry
The experiments of1. Rabi, later modified by N. F. Ramsey, repre
sent atomic analogs ofpolarization interferometry in optics, the
internal states ofthe atom (or the molecule) playing the role ofthe
polarization states of the photon. With light, such an experiment
simply consists ofputting a birefringent plate between two polar
izers. We will not discuss here this type of experiment, which
allowed in particular the outstanding development of atomic
clocks. In the following, we will focus on experiments which are
the atomic analogs of optical interferometers where the two
paths followed by the wave are spatiallyseparated. The first exper
iments, dating back to 1991, were already very precise:

'. a Young double slit experiment was realized by O. Carnal and
J. Mlynek using an atomic beam ofmetastable helium [2];

• D. Pritchard and coworkers built a Mach-Zehnder interferom
eter using a sodium atomic beam and diffraction from material
gratings [3];

• an interferometer based on Ramsey fringes in saturated
absorption was built by J. Helmcke and coworkers for a calcium
beam [5], following an idea by Ch. Borde [4]. This apparatus
allowed a demonstration of the Sagnac effect for atomic
waves;

• a Mach-Zehnder interferometer using cold sodium atoms and
laser diffraction was built by M. Kasevich and S. Chu [6]. This
interferometer served to measure the local acceleration ofgrav
ityg with a relative uncertainty on the order of 10-6 [6].

This research field has developed very rapidly since 1991 (see
[7] and the book"Atom interferometry"[8]): various atom inter
ferometers have been built, most of them of the three-grating
Mach-Zehnder type, as in Fig. 1.

Atom diffraction
The coherent manipulation of matter waves made of atoms (or
molecules) is based almost only on·diffraction. Two main tech
niques can be used: diffraction from material gratings and
diffraction by laser standing waves.

Diffraction from material gratings
Many interferometers are based on micro or nanostructures.
Apart from the Young slits used by the group of J. Mlynek, the
main tool is the grating cut through very thin films using nano-
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A fig" 3: Bragg diffraction of a lithium atomic wave by IightThe
intensity in the diffraction orders 0 and 1 is recorded by moving
the detector.The laser standing wave has been adjusted to give a
high diffraction probability into the first order. In a separate
experiment, we have verified the absence of other diffraction
orders, in agreement with the theory of Bragg diffraction

Our interferometer
Our interferometer [9] is similar to the one ofD. Pritchard [3, 8]:
in both apparatuses, near the second grating, the two atomic paths
are sufficiently separated so that a perturbation can be applied
on only one atomic path. For this purpose, the separation ofboth
arms at this point has to be as large as possible: it is 100pm in our
apparatus, whereas for most experiments done by D. Pritchard
and coworkers, this separation was only 55 pm. Thesevalues may
seem small, but, in both cases, they represent millions oide
Broglie wavelengths!

We chose to use lithium (its smaller mass leads to a largerwave
length, 54 pm in our present experiment) and laser diffraction: to
the resonance wavelength of 671 nm is associated a grating peri
od of335 mn and a first order diffraction angle of 160 prad. In our
interferometer as in the one ofD. Pritchard, the distance between
consecutive gratings is about 60 cm. One has to collimate the
atomic beam far better than the diffraction angle: this is done by
two narrow slits. Our interferometer is thus pretty long: between
the source and the detector, the lithium beam travels over 340 cm!
The main difficulties of this experiment are the high precision
needed for the alignments and the weakness of the output atom
ic flux (a few tens ofthousand atoms per second).

spontaneous emission so that the diffraction process remains
coherent: indeed, spontaneous photons can break the coherence
of diffraction by giving some spatial information on the atomic
path. The simplestway is to use a laser frequency slightly different
from the atomic resonance frequency, but some other tricks can
be used.

In the Bragg geometry represented in Fig. 2, diffraction can be
described as a Rabi oscillation between two levels Of a quantum
system, one level representing the incident atomic wave and the
other one the diffracted wave. The diffraction probability can thus
be varied between 0% and 100% simplyby adjusting the intensi
ty of the interaction (which is proportional to the laser power
density divided by the l~er frequency detuning from atomic res
onance) or the interaction time; such a versatility is ideal to build
the mirrors and beam-splitters of a Mach-Zehnder interferome
ter. Figure 3 shows an example of atomic diffraction observed
with our apparatus.

A Fig. 2: Diffraction of a matter wave in the Bragg regime: one
photon is absorbed in one of the two traveling waves forming the
standing wave and is emitted by a stimulated process in the other
traveling wave. During this process, the kinetic energy of the
particle (hence the modulus of the atomic wavevector) and the
totaj momentum are both conserved.
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lithographic techniques. The grating period ranges between 100
and 300 nm. They allow the diffraction of atoms (Na, He, etc.),
small molecules (Nal' H2), small helium clusters (T. P. Toennies and
his group developed a veryoriginal mass spectrometry technique
based on diffraction from a grating to study these fragile clus
ters) as well as large molecules (the group ofA. Zeilinger and M.
Arndt has observed diffraction and interference effects with C6l),

C70, C60F48 and even a biomolecule, a porphyrin). The fact that
diffraction from material gratings is universal is very interesting,
but this versatility is counterbalanced by two drawbacks. The
gratings are difficult to produce and very fragile. Moreover, the
diffraction efficiency is rather low and the only adjustable para
meters, the period and the open fraction of the grating, do not
allow a full optimization of the diffraction efficiency. Finally, the
attractive van der Waals interactions between the grating and the
atomic wave makes this diffraction process not well adapted to
ultra-cold gases.

Diffraction by light
In 1933, P. Kapitza and P. A.M. Dirac proposed to diffract elec
trons from a standing light wave. The process can be explained
by momentum conservation between the scattered photon and
the diffracted particle: one photon is absorbed in one of the two
traveling waves creating the standing wave and is emitted by a
stimulated process in the other traveling wave. During this
process, the particle receives the momentum of two photons; in
the Bragg geometry, where the light wavefronts are the analogs of
the crystal planes in X-ray diffraction, this momentum transfer
does not modify the kinetic energy of the particle (see Fig. 2).

In the 1960's, this theoretical idea was generalized to atoms
which is particularly interesting because atom diffraction can be
achieved with low light intensities (typically a few tens of
mW/cm2) thanks to the atomic resonance phenomenon. Howev
er, the first observation of atom diffraction peaks was made only
in 1983 by the group of D. Pritchard. Since then, several variants
of laser diffraction have been developed, in particular Raman
diffraction, a process during which the atom changes its internal
state by absorbing and emitting photons with different frequen
cies. Raman diffraction is widely used, especiallywith cold atoms,
because it allows the direct and diffracted beams to be distin
guished through their internal states. In all cases, one has to avoid
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Measurements of the gravitation constant G are in progress in
the group of M. Kasevich and in the group of G. Tino at Firenze.
Finally; the group ofM. Kasevich is developing the prototype ofa
compact accelerometer based on atom interferometry.

Fundamental constants
The present efforts concerns the measurement ofthe fine constant
structure a. With a set-up similar to the one used as an accelerom
eter, S. Chu and coworkers have measured very precisely the
photon-recoil frequencynk2I2M of a Cesium atom. Combining
this value with independent measurements of the Rydberg con
stant R~, the proton-electron mass ratio mp/me and the
Cesium-proton mass ratio M/mp provides a determination of a
with an accuracy of 7.4 ppb [12] through the relation
a2 = (2R~/c) x (mp/me) x (M/mp) x (h/M).

Prospects
The progress in cooling and in the manipulation of cold atoms,
particularly the availability ofBose-Einstein condensates and the
development of atom lasers open extremely rich prospects for
atom interferometry. Not only the de Broglie wavelength is great
ly enhanced for cold atoms, but also, with respect to the
experiments described here, the new feature is the existence of
coherent sources of atomic waves and the possibility ofnon linear
and coherent interactions between atomic waves. The revolution
induced by these new possibility is somewhat similar to the one
opened for ordinary optics by the advent ofthe laser and it should
lead to numerous and fascinating developments in the near
future.

Contrast 74 %

1ft

20k

2Sk

30k

Signal (counts/s)

.... Flg.4; Atomic interference fringes recorded by moving the
position of the third grating of the interferometer. Each point
corresponds to a counting time of 0.1 s. Once the background
signal (recorded on the right of the figure) has been removed, the
measured fringe contrast is 74%.

Inertial effects
Because of the Sagnac effect, a rotation of the interferometer
induces a dephasing of the fringes. Compared with laser gyrom
eters, the sensitivity is considerably larger as it scales like the total
energy ofthe interfering particle. The corresponding gain is equal
to the ratio of the total energy of the atom to the energy of the
photon, i.e. mc?/nro '" 1010! However, this comparison overesti
mates the gain, because the detected flux and the area of the
interferometer are assumed to be the same for both types of
gyrometers. After a first demonstration of the Sagnac effect with
atomic waves by J. Helmcke and coworkers in 1991 [5], a veryhigh
performance apparatus has been built by the group of M. Kase
vich [10] achieving a sensitivity of 6 x 10-10 rad/s;JHz. Spatial
applications are under development (HYFER project ofESA);

Atomic interferometers are also sensitive to accelerations. This
sensitivityhas been used to develop high precision measurements
of the local acceleration ofgravity and of its gradient The exper
iments, which involve a cold atom interferometer using the
geometry ofan atomic fountain, were performed by the groups of
S. Chu at Stanford University [11] and of M. Kasevich at Yale.
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Atomic and molecular physics properties
By applying a perturbation on one of the two atomic paths inside
the interferometer, the phase shift and the attenuation of the cor
responding wave by this perturbation can be measured on the
interference signal. Such experiments have been made by the
group ofD. Pritchard and more recently by the group ofT. P. Toen
nies. The main interest is either a direct access to quantities
which are difficult to measure, for example the electric polaris
abilityofatoms or molecules, or the access to new quantities, such
as the index of refraction of gases for atomic waves.

Figure 4 shows fringes recorded by sweeping the position ofthe
third grating: the fringe contrast of 74% is worth noticing as it is
the best ever obtained with a hot atom interferometer. The mea
sured phase noise (about 17 mrad for a measuring time of 1
second) gives an idea of the achieved sensitivity.

Measurements based on atom interferometry
A wide range ofhigh sensitivity measurements can be achieved
with atom interferometers.
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Direct detection of non
baryonic dark matter this hidden mass

problem has

been confirmed

as akey problem

of contemporary

cosmology.

Direct detection principles
Neutralinos are coupled to matter through
the weak interaction. This involves a (very
low) probability for elastic scattering of a
neutralino from nuclei of the material of a
terrestrial detector [3]. Despite the huge
number of dark matter particles crossing
the detector in a time unit, the probability
of scattering is so tiny that the dete<;tion
rate is extraordinary low.

More quantitatively, for a given den
sity and a given velocity distribution of
neutralinos in the galactic halo and in the
case ofa dominantcoupling independent of
the nuclear spin, the event rate R is propor
tional to the product crA2 where cr is the
elastic scattering cross-section and A the
nucleusmass number. Thevalue ofthe cross
section is predicted by the theory, but the
values of many theoretical parameters are
still unknown and the predictions allow a
very broad domain ofvalues: the allowed
values of cr, normalised to the proton,
spread over 7orders ofmagnitude, from 10
48 to 10-41 cm2•The corresponding event rate,
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dence that, in order to develop a cosmologically relevant density
parameter, of order unity, these WIMPs must have annihilation
cross sections typical of the elec-
troweak interactions. Fortunately
enough a wealth ofWIMP candidates
are offered by Supersymmetryexten
sions of the Standard Model of
Particle Physics [3], rather generical
ly present in supergravity and
superstring theories, that allow the
unification of the four fundamental
interactions. A rich spectrum of new
elementary particles is predicted by
Supersymmetry and in a large class
ofsupersymmetric models, the light
est supersymmetric particle
(generally supposed to be the neu
tralino) becomes stable. Note that
this lightest superparticle, not
observed at the LEP collider, must necessarily have a mass
greater than 40 GeV. On the other hand, in order that its relic
density remains consistent with the observed OM , its mass must
be < 1 TeY.

This scenario is however still hypothetical since Supersymme
try has not been experimentally discovered. If the dark matter
halo of our MilkyWay is made of neutralinos, their detection in
terrestrial detectors should be possible and the most satisfying
proof of the WIMP hypothesis would be direct detection ofthese
particles. The study of the rotation curve of our Galaxy indicates
a dark matter density of about 0.3 GeV/cm3 in the solar vicinity,
the mass equivalent of0.3 proton/cm3• The contribution ofbary
onic dark matter to this halo, under the form of massive and
compact halo objects, has been found to be negligible. As our
solar system travels through this halo ofneutralinos with a veloc
ity ofabout 220 kmls, a flux ofseveralmillions ofneutralinos per
square meter and per second is crossing the Earth. This number is
amazing, but, as we will see, the detection is not easy!

f
--------------------_·_----_·

.... Fig. 1:Witna size of a few tens of millions

Iof light-years, the Coma Berenices cluster of
galaxies contains more than 1000 galaxies.

I from a measure of the kinetic energy of

! these galaxies, F. Zwicky showed that i,t is
I hundred times more massive than one can
I

1

infer from its luminosity. (Image: Omar lopez
Cruz & lan Shelton/NOAO/AURNNSF)

I
I~ ....... ~ ....._----~._---_._~----_._-_ .._----'"

1 Neutrinos were once attractive candidates for
non-baryonic dark matter. But recent experi
ments give evidence of a very low neutrino mass:
they cannot significantly contribute to ilM.
Moreover they are "hot" relativistic particles, and
"hot" dark matter leads to much more diluted
structures in the universe than can be observed.
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A dark universe

I n 1933, Fritz Zwicky, observing the velocity distribution of
galaxies in the Coma galactic cluster (Fig. 1), found a dynamic

mass hundred times higher than could be inferred from its lumi
nosity [1]. Far from vanishing in the light of more and more
numerous and precise observations, this hidden mass problem
has been confirmed as a key problem of contemporary cosmolo
gy. During two decades, a number ofhigh precision observations,
at various astronomical scales (rotation curves of spiral galaxies,
dynamics of galaxies within clusters, X-ray emission of the hot
intra-cluster gas, luminosity of distant type la supernovae, tem
perature anisotropies ofthe cosmic microwave background) have
finally led to an impressive agreement on the mass-energy balance
ofour universe.We are now entering a new periodofgeneral con
sensus about a standard cosmological model (for a recent review
see [2] for instance). The space is flat (rather than curved) which
can be expressed by 0 = 1, where 0 is a density parameter nor
malised to the critical density. The matter contribution to this
density is about 30% (ilM = 0.27 ± 0.05), and most of the energy
in the universe today appears as a gravitationally self-repulsive
"dark energy" of totally unknown nature, accelerating the expan
sion of the universe (OA=0.73 ± 0.05). Baryonic matter, i.e.
"ordinary" matter (protons and neutrons) which constitutes
stars and galaxies, amounts to a few percent (OB = 0.046 ± 0.007),
in agreement with the theory of the Big Bang nucleosynthesis.
Most of the matter in the universe (approximately 85%) is then
non-baryonic and dark (since luminous matter only contributes
to ilIum == 0.005). The two dominant compo
nents in our universe, dark energy and dark
matter, are presently not understood and
are both of a very mysterious nature!

One of the most favoured hypothesis is
that this non baryonic dark matter is con
stituted by a new type, still undiscovered,
of elementary weakly interacting massive
particle, which could explain the observed
structures of our universe l • Generically
called WIMPs, acronym for Weakly Inter
acting Massive Particles, these hypothetical
particles would appear as thermal relics
from the Big Bang era during which they
were created, now trapped in the gravita
tional potential of galaxies and clusters of
galaxies. It appears as a fascinating coinci-
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Experimental strategies
A first group of experiments use "classical" detectors of nuclear
physics, Germanium semiconductor diodes or NaI scintillators.
These techniques have been pushed to the highest technology and
design standards, but an efficient nuclear recoil discrimination is
missing. Germanium diode experiments (HDMS (4),IGEX [5],
...) have succeeded in operating under ultra-lowbackground con
ditions (of the order of 0.05 event/keV/kg/day at 15 keY recoil
energy) and HDMS has for a long time presented the highest
sensitivity to neutralino dark matter. Large mass experiments are
proposed, using new shielding designs and background reduction
techniques. The DAMA [6] experiment uses a large mass ofNaI

To conclude one can try to give a composite picture of the
ideal dark matter detector. It is very massive (100 kg or more) to
provide evidence of an eventual annual modulation of the signal,
but constructed in a segmented form to eliminate multiple inter
actions which can not arise from neutralinos. Each detector
module has a very low nuclear recoil energy threshold (10 keV or
lower) and must discriminate, with a very high efficiency, the
nuclear (signal) from electron (background) recoils. Ideallyvari
ous target materials are used to take advantage of the event rate
dependence on A2 as an additional signature. The internal and
environmentalbackgrounds must be maintained at very lowlev
els, including the neutron background: a deep underground site
insuring the most efficient suppression of cosmic muons is high
ly desirable, as well as vetoes to tag the few residual muons able to
generate neutron showers.And, lastbutnot least, the detector hav
ing to continuously work over very long periods of time in a
rather inaccessible site, a very reliable technology is required. As
one can suspect, this ideal detector does not yet exist, but various
groups actively pursue this goal, using various approaches.

... Fig. 3: Distributions ofthe discrimination parameter (ratio of
the ionisation signal to the recoil energy) from data collected in
the centre fiducial volume of an EDELWEISS Ge detector. As
expected no event is found in the nuclear recoil band when the
detector is illuminated by ay-photon source.The blue lines define
the 90% and 99.9% efficiency bands for photons (centered on 1
by construction) and the red lines the 90% efficiency band for
nuclear recoils.The hyperbolic green curve corresponds to a 3.5
keY ionisation energy threshold and the vertical red line to a 20
keY recoil energy threshold.
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! cryodetector from EDELWEISS. (Right) A1OOg phonon-ionisation
! Silicon cryodetectQr from CDMS. Note the photolithographically-
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in a germanium crystal and for a neutralino mass of say 50 GeV
varies from 5.10'7 to 5 event per kilogramme of detector and per
day. At these ultra-low signal levels the task of the background
reduction in the detector is a very demanding challenge: construc
tion of shielding against external radioactivity, drastic selection of
ultra-low radioactivity materials, protection against cosmic radia
tion in underground laboratories. Moreover, the recoil energy
induced from galactic neutralinos is low, below 100 keV, and the
shape of the recoil energy spectrum is exponentially decreasing.
Most of the signal is lost if the detector energy threshold is > 10
keV and the usual shape of any detector background can easily
mimic the signal.

Fortunately a number Qfsignatures exist which can help to dis
entangle the signal from the background and to confirm its
galactic origin. First ofall neutralinos induce nuclear recoils in the
detector, while most of the background particles (X and gamma
photons, electrons from beta decays) create recoiling electrons in
the detector through electromagnetic interaction. If the detector

is able to discriminate between
nuclear and electron recoils a drastic
reduction of the background can be

Discovering such obtained. As we will see, most per
forming detectors (phonon and

aweak rip pie ionisation cryogenic detectors)
presently achieve a background dis

req uires robust crimination factor of more than 99.9
%, on an event by event basis. This

statistics on the discrimination is inefficient against
neutrons which, as neutralinos,
induce nuclear recoils through elas-

signaI. . . tic scattering and mimic an eventual
dark matter event. However neu
trons will suffer multiple interactions

in the detector with a high probability, which is not the case of
the weakly coupled neutralinos.

A direct signature ofthe astrophysical origin ofa signal is given
by its annual modulation: the Sun moves around the galactic
centre with a velocity of about 220 km/s, while the Earth revolves
around the Sun at a velocity of about 15 km/s that is added in
summer and subtracted in winter, resulting in a sinusoidal mod
ulation of the neutralino flux impinging on a terrestrial detector.
The resulting event rate modulation is weak, ofthe order of 5% at
most between June and December. Discovering such a weak rip
ple requires robust statistics on the signal and this type of
detection is reserved to very massive detectors of the order of
100 kg or more. Moreover a number of key experimental para
meters (energy calibration, detection efficiencies, possible
seasonal modulation ofthe backgrounds, ... ) must be maintained
under control at a level much better than 5 % over very long peri
ods, a very difficult task.
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• Fig. 5: Drawing of the
EDELWEISS·I! detector set
up. Up to 120 Ge detectors
of mass 320 9 (the blLJe
plates) can be accomodated
in a compact hexagonal
arrangement at 10 mK.The
grey plate, made of ultra
pure archeological lead,
shields the detectors from
the radioactivity ofthe
dilution cryostat (not
shown).

Edelweiss
As an illustration, a detailed description will now be given of the
EDELWEISS experiment that represents to date the experiment
with the best sensitivity for the spin-independent coupling and
neutralino masses greater than about 50 GeY. The EDELWEISS
collaboration, an association of seven French laboratories, has
developed cryogenic phonon-ionisation Germanium detectors.
The experimental site is the
Laboratoire Souterrain de

~~d:ed~r~~~re~~:~~~ .•. an association of seVE
Italian Alps. The 1780 m
rock overburden results in a
2.106 reduction of the cos
mic muon flux (4 muonsl
m2/day).

Three detectors are
mounted in a dilution cryo
stat made of selected
materials of very low
radioactivity and protected
from the radioactive envi-
ronment by various shields. According to Monte Carlo
simulations of these shields, based on the measured neu.tron flux
in the experimental hall (1500 neutrons/m2/day for E > 1 MeV),
the rate ofneutron scattering events above 20 kev is expected to be
of the order of 0.04 per kg and per day. This number of nuclear
recoils (whichrnirnic true neutralino interactions) determines the
ultimate sensitivity of the experiment in the present configura
tion.

Each detector is a 320g cylindrical Ge monocrystal, 70 mm in
diameter and 20 mm in height (the most massive Ge cryodetector
today), working at a temperature of about 20 mK. A very sensi
tive thermal sensor (Neutron Transmutation Doped germanium
crystal) glued on the target measures the temperature rise
induced by a particle interaction (phonon signal). The plane sur-

with different mass numbers. First results ofCRESST, using 300 g
CaW04modules, are expected in a few months. Also cryogenic
but at a much higher temperature (165 K) the ZEPLIN-II experi
ment will use liquid Xenon as a target. In addition to the
scintillation signal in the liquid phase the charges produced in the
liquid (more efficiently by electron recoils) are drifted in the sur
rounding gas phase where they are detected. An experimental
device with a target mass up to 30 kg is under construction.
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scintillators: nine modules for a total mass of about 90 kg. An
upgrade to a total mass of250 kg is under way. It is the onlyexper
iment that has claimed evidence for a WIMP detection. After 4
years ofdetector running (58000 kg.day ofdata accumulation) an
annual modulation has been displayed in the signal and explained
in terms of a WIMP of mass around 50 GeV and of (spin inde
pendent) cross section on the proton of7.21O,42 cm2.This highly
discussed result has not been confirmed by the other experiments
which have recently reached the very high sensitivity level
required.

NaI scintillators allow a limited nuclear recoil discrimination,
the shape of the light pulses looking different for nuclear recoils
and for electron recoils. But the effect is small at the energies of
interest, near the threshold. Enhanced discrimination capability
exists for liquid Xe scintillators, used also by the DAMA group
and in the ZEPLIN [7) experiment; the pulse shape discrimina
tion is however purely statistical. One has to extract from an
experimental distribution of the decay times of the scintillation
pulses the ones corresponding to nuclear recoils.

Efficient nuclear recoil discrimination, on an event by event
basis, is only allowed by very recent technologies offering two
readout channels for a single event. Cryogenic detectors, working
at milli-Kelvin temperatures, have in common a phonon (or heat)
channel that measures the energy deposition independently ofthe
nature of the recoiling particle. For cryogenic phonon-ionisation
experiments (CDMS [8), EDELWEISS [9)) the second channel
measures the deposited charge (different for nuclear or electron
recoils), accomplished by the use of semiconductor crystals, Ger
manium and also Silicon for CDMS (Fig. 2). These experiments
have already produced physics results and are among the most
sensitive dark matter searches. For cryogenic phonon-light exper
iments (CRESST [10], ROSEBUD [11) ) the second channel is a
scintillation measurement. A large range ofscintillating materials
is available, an interesting feature for the project of using targets

.. Fig. 4: The present spin-independent sensitivity limits of direct
detection experiments.Thel,imit cross-section on the proton (in
pbarn, 1 pbarn=10'36 cm2) is given as a function of the WIMP
mass. Closed contolir: allowed region at 30" CL from the OAMA
annual modulation data.Two regions spooned by some of the
supersymmetric model calculations of [12, 13J are also shown.
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• Fig. 6: Drawing of the Z.EPLlN-U sdn~lIati~~d~.~e(t~r'Theli~~Jld
xenon is in the lower part ofthe thermally insulated vessel,
surrounded by photomultipliers to detel;1: the light pulses.
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faces are metallized for simultaneous charge collection using a
bias tension of a few volts (ionisation signal). The top electrode is
divided into a central part (defining a fiducial volume) and a
guard ring to identify and eliminate events occuring near the
detector edges, whose charge collection is rather imperfect (elec
tric field inhomogeneities).

As a nuclear recoil is much less ionising that an electron recoil,
the ratio Q of the ionisation energy to the recoil energy is used as
a discrimination parameter, on an event by event basis. A proper
normalisation ofthe energies measured from the heat and ionisa
tion channels leads the Q-values for gamma interactions to spread
around 1while the Q-values for neutrons are around 0.3. The scat
ter plots of Q versus the recoil energy ER are presented in Fig. 3
for three cases: mCf neutron (and also gamma ray) source, 60Co
y-ray source and 54 days oflow-background physics data. From
the dispersion of the neutron data is obtained the nuclear recoil
band, defined as the region in the (Q,ER) plane where 90% of the
nuclear recoils are expected. The Q-values recorded in the pres
ence of a y-ray source show that more than 99.9% of the gamma
background is rejected (ie events lying out of the nuclear recoil
band).

As to the low-background physics data, most of the events
exhibit Q-values around 1 (as expected from gamma interactions)
while no event is observed in the nuclear recoil band between 20
keY (the experimental threshold) and 100 keY (upper energy
relevant for neutralino masses below 10 TeV) for a total exposure
based on two different detectors of 11.7 kg.days. At 90% confi
dence level (CL), the experimental nuclear recoil rate is thus below
0.2 event/kglday. The results are interpreted in terms of an upper
limit (at 90% CL) on the neutralino-proton scattering cross-sec
tion shown in Fig 4. Using a somewhat idealised model of the
galactic dark matter halo (spherical and isothermal) an event
rate can be calculated. Comparison with the measured one gives
the limit of the interaction cross-section above which a signal
would become visible in the detector. In Fig. 4 the 30- contour
corresponding to the event detection in the DAMA experiment is
shown: within this contour the blue point marks the central value
of that measurement at M =52 GeV and 0- =7.2 10.42 cm1• The
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EDELWEISS results are incompatible with the existence ofsuch a
neutralino. While 9.8 nuclear recoils should have beeen observed
between 20 and 64 keY, none are observed. The Poisson proba
bility of such a fluctuation is only 0.006%. Furthermore the
EDELWEISS data start to probe some of the supersymmetric
models predicting the highest interaction rates.

A look at the future
The direct detection story is obviously not concluded, and we
have to explore more deeply the domain ofthe allowed cross-sec
tions. Most of the future experiments aim to reach a sensitivity of
about 10-44 cm1

• This limit does not imply only simple scaling of
existing technologies but new advances in many fields.

A jump in the mass of the detectors is planned: CRESST-II,
about 10 kg, using cryogenic phonon-light CaW04 modules of
300g; CDMS-II, about 7 kg, using cryogenic phonon-ionisation
modules of Ge (250g) and Si (100g); DAMA with a new assembly
of NaI scintillating crystals for a total mass of 250 kg; EDEL
WEISS-II, about 7 kg in a first phase, up to 30 kg in the final
version, using cryogenic phonon-ionisation Ge modules of 320 g
(Fig. 5); ZEPLIN-II with 30 kg of scintillating liquid Xe (Fig. 6) .
At present by far the best discriminating detectors, phonon
charge cryogenic detectors will attempt to further improve their
rejection performances by identifying surface events, which
might be confused with WIMPs by their incomplete charge col
lection. This is the strategy followed by the CDMS-II and
EDELWEISS-II experiments, in proposing to use thin film ther
mal sensors to identify and reject surface interactions. On the
other hand, the background rejection capabilities of the phonon
light rejection scheme will soon be explored by the CRESST-II
and ROSEBUD experiments in real lowbackground conditions;
similarly; more efficient rejection capabilities of liquid Xe using a
two-phase experiment will be tested in the ZEPLIN-11 experi
ment. Finally a thorough understanding and control of the
neutron background is required; large area active muon vetoes are
therefore being studied, with the objective of limiting the resid
ual neutron rate to about 10.3 evt/kg/day above 10 keV. At the
European level, a collaborative effort is at present initiated to
design a direct detection experiment at the one-ton scale, that is
required to achieve a sensitivity to WIMP interactions at the 10-46
cm2 1evel.
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... Fig. 1: Numerical simulation for an optical nonlinear resonator
showing (a) a hexagonal pattern, (b) a honeycomb pattern in the
field intensity profile.

A concept that comes to mind in order to realise this situation
is that of spatial solitons (see Box 2), i.e. light beams which prop
agate without changing their transverse profile [1]. The element
we miss in this case is, however, the persistence of the written
"symbol".It can be transmitted to a receiver, or even forwarded to
a downhill processing stage, but it does not remain where it has
been "written" .

In this paper we focus on a special class of soliton-like struc
tures which occur in optical systems with cavities, where the
feedback action of the mirrors make the elementarystructure for
encoding information (a bright light spot) a stationary,persistent
solution of the device emission profile.

Cavity Solitons as self-organised pixels
It is well known since the late 80s {2J that an optical system can
spontaneously quit emitting a homogeneous field profile and
form spatial patterns in the intensity profile, as it happens in
hydrodynamics and other fields ofscience where spatiallyextend
ed systems come into play. Optical pattern formation is similar to
the formation of convective rolls in fluids or spiral waves in non
linear chemical reactions. While there the spatial coupling occurs
via convection and diffusion, in optics the basic mechanism is dif
fraction. Such phenomena were predicted and experimentally
observed in several classes of optical systems [3].

When this occurs in a nonlinear resonator, the pattern forming
instability emerges from the coupling of the nonlinear medium
response, diffraction, and the dissipative/feedback action of the
mirrors. The system loses its translational symmetry, and as long
as its new spatially modulated phase is sustained by some form
of energy intake, the optical system will keep on emitting a pat
tern which may be a regular lattice such as, for example, a
hexagonal aggregate ofbright light peaks or a honeycomb lattice
(see Fig. 1).As such, this "global" structure is not a proper means
to encode information: the pattern is a highly correlated struc
ture, similar to a transverse mode, even if it is boundary
independent. The light spots are there, but they are not individu
ally addressable.

Nevertheless, this problem can be circumvented by realising a
situation that, in the general field of pattern formation, is called
"localised structure" [4]. This phenomenon generally arises under
conditions of coexistence between two stationary states, one of
which is homogeneous in space, the other patterned. As it hap
pens, under appropriate conditions it is possible that a small
portion of the pattern is embedded in a homogeneous back
ground corresponding to the homogeneous profile. If the pattern
is a hexagonal lattice one can try to reduce the modulated"island"
coexisting with the homogeneous emission to its minimal ele-
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Encoding optical information in space

Por quite a few years, scientific and technological advances have
made commonplace the possibility of encoding information

in the modulation of light beams. Several techniques have been
investigated to optimise such methods in the temporal domain or
in its dual counterpart, i.e. in the radiation spectrum, with a pro
cedure similar to encoding information in our voice. On the other
side, encoding information in space is an everyday task we
accomplish, with a wealth of technical means, when we "write". It
all amounts to getting control of a homogeneous support, and
breaking its translational symmetrywith suitable procedures and
tools (e.g. a pen on a sheet ofpaper, a photographic impression on
a photosensitive surface).

Light, and particularly coherent, highly directional and con
trollable beams are suitable to encode information in space,
especiallydue to the intrinsic parallelism oflinearwave-like prop
agation. In optics, a widely exploited way to encode information
in space makes use of arrays of micropixels, each emitting or
transmitting a bright spot (see Box la). The price to pay of
course is the rigidity ofthe array wherein the"units" are arranged,
similar to what we have when we use a typewriter. Rigidity is a
limitation indeed: beyond handwriting, educators make use of
an even more flexible support, the blackboard, where
writing/erasing, changing the layout of the encoded information
etc. is even easier than with ink and paper. One might even
dream of a blackboard where you can grasp an alreadyjotted for
mula and"carry" it across a couple ofpanels without destroying it
or what else you already wrote. To overcome the rigidity con
straint, one may think of using as homogeneous support
(blackboard) the transverse cross-section of a single broad area
laser beam. However, in most laser beams the transverse configu
ration corresponds to a spatial mode of the laser cavity, whose
parts are all correlated in space, and you cannot "act" to break its
symmetry in one side, without having some other place in the
beam changing its intensityprofile in an unwanted manner.What
we need is to find a "sign", an elementary structure of light that
can be used as a minimal alphabet, can be "written" and "erased"
and remains independent ofwhat happens to the rest of the radi
ation profile, no matter what we do somewhere else in the
homogeneous support.
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which creates a constant phase gradient along the crater, and the
direction ofmotion is determined by the ± sign.

If, instead, one tailors the holding beam in such a way that it
displays a periodic phase modulation (Fig. 3a), this constitutes the
immaterial support for an array of CS pixels (Fig. 3b,c and d),
which can be individually set on and offby shining laser pulses.
Byvarying the phase landscape, one can reconfigure the CS array,
and by suitably introducing further gradients CSs can be
brought to controlled interactions. It is certainly an attractive fea
ture to make more and more flexible the all-optical stage ofsome
optoelectronic devices which are presently employed such as
smart pixel arrays and serial/parallel converters.

The possibility of controlling CS motion can be exploited for
practical applications. In addition to reconfigurable opticalmem
ories and serial-to-parallel converters, examples ofpossible future
applications are signal amplification, realisation of cellular
automata, pattern recognition and optical tweezers.

A review of the fundamental and applicative features of CSs is
though outside the scope of this contribution and the reader is
referred to the bibliography (see {7] and references quoted there
in).

Cavity solitons in semiconductor micror@sonators:
experimental demonstration and theoretical
interpretation
Experimental observations of CSs have been achieved in the past
in various nonlinear optical materials, e.g. in photorefractive res
onators and lasers with saturable absorbers. as well as in other
systems with feedback utilising liquid crystals or atomic vapours.
In all these cases, however, the cavity was macroscopic and the
media characterised by slow response times.

But unquestionably, credible applications in the fields of opto
electronics and photonics require the use ofminiaturised devices
and fast nonlinear materials, as can be obtained by using semi
conductor microresonators. Theories for this configuration [8]
had to consider fundamental physical mechanisms, peculiar to
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(a) Inetched arrays of micropixels the elements ('symbols') are
arranged in spatial configurations, where the photo!
litho/chemical! etching ofthe material ensures the confinement
of the elementary unit as well as its independence of the others.
See J.1. Oudar, T. Rivera, R. Kuszelewicz, F. Ladan,]ournal de
Physique ill, 4,2361 (1994). Photo: courtesyR. Kuszelewicz.
(b) An alternative way to encode information makes use of a
specialclass ofsoliton-like structures (CSs) which occur in opti
cal systems with cavities.

When the syst~moperates in conditions of CS stability, it is
extremely simple to theoreticaRy!numericaUy control the CS as a
self-assembled pixel. An external"holding" beam is injected into
the cavity, its intensity corresponding to the regime of coexis-

Rigid vs plastic pixels:
etched microresonators and self-confined cavity solitons

tence between the patterned and the homogeneous state. In order
to create a CS, one adds a short and narrow"writing" pulse to the

,-----------------------, holding beam, aimed ata certain transverse point (x,y).Pro-
(b) vided that the pulse is in phase with the holding beam, its

( /11';/\ So/itons intensity locally increases the field and finally provides the

I. system with the energy necessary to access the patterned
branch. In the output intensity profile, one readily observes
the formation of a bright peak. As the CS is a subset ofa sta-

Mirror Output ble solution. when the pulse dies off, the peak indefinitely
persists where it has been excited, as though the pulse drove
a channel along the resonator axis, which becomes self-sus

tained by the mirrors' feedback action. It is of course
straightforward to shoot more pulses at different locations of the
transverse section ofthe system and turn on as many CS as the
resulting distances between them wiI keep below the interaction
range.

In order to switch a single CS off,with no consequences on the
other CSs, it suffices to locally bring the system to a regime where
the patterned state cannot persist anymore. This is obtained by
shooting at the location where a CS lies, an "erasing" pulse simi
lar to the "writing" one butwith opposite phase with respect to
the holding beam. The local intensity thus decreases and the
system precipitates to the homogeneous state, thus re toring
homogeneity where the CS was.

ment, namely the single dots of the lattice. In the optical case, one
will thus have a bright intensity maximum isolated in the back
ground, and it will show no correlation whatsoever with its
surroundings up to a minimal distance which is generally com
parable to its own diameter [5]. This is what we call a Cavity
Soliton (CS) and it can be realised immediately that it bears sev
eral substantial differences from the usual concept of a spatial
soliton: for example, CSs may arise and be stable even in the
presence ofa self-defocusing nonlinearity. CSs can be individual
ly written and erased by shining suitable laser pulses into the
optical cavity containing the nonlinear medium (see Box 1b).
An additional bonus of CSs is their capability of drifting across
the transverse section of the optical system under the action of
phase or amplitude gradients in the holding beam. CSs experience
an Aristotelian force: their speed is proportional to the force,
which in this case is created by the gradient [6]. In particular, the
maxima of the phase/amplitude profile represent equilibrium
positions for the CS.

In this way, CSs can be set in motion in a controlled manner.
Figure 2 shows the case of a holding beam that has the shape of a
doughnut mode (Fig. 2a). Two CSs exhibit a circular motion along
the ring-shaped region where the intensity of the doughnut mode
(which is shaped like the crater of a volcano) is maximal. The
motion is induced by the fact that the phase of the doughnut
mode varies as exp (± icp), where ( is the angle (see Fig. 2a),

... Fig. 2:Two cavity solitons perform a uniform rotary motion
(b)-(e), along the crater of a doughnut-shaped holding beam (a),
under the action of the angular gradient (numerical simulation).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

• Fig. 4: Time averaged transverse intensity profile of a VCSEL
driven by a coherent holding beam. (a) experiment, (b) nlJmerical "
simulation. A patterned region appears on the left, a "
homogeneous domain on the right.

.... Fig. 3: In a periodic phase modulation (a), the maxima ofthe
profile work as equilibrium sites for cavity solitons. (b), (c) and (d)
illustrate the self-assembling behaviour of (Ss; (b) Initial
condition: five (Ss are excited at some positions; (c) each CS is
moving towards the nearest local phase maximum, (d) final
condition:the CSs are placed at phase maxima ofthe array.

(a) (b)

A Fig. 5: Seven cavity solitons
have been excited in the
transverse plane by the injectio
of a coherent writing beam.
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the semiconductor optical response and to the microresonator
architecture.

From an experimental viewpoint, however, the realisation of
CSs in semiconductor microcavities is a hard challenging task
because of the small spatial and temporal scales, and the need for
realising a broad area device with a reasonably uniform illumi
nation and electrical pump current.

Although the phenomena of light localisation, i.e. candidates
for CSs, had been reported [9], a clear-cut demonstration of
objects that can be controlled independently of each other has
been achieved only recently [10]. This goal was reached thanks to
the close collaboration of four groups in the framework of the
European ESPRIT Basic Research Project PIANOS (Processing of
Information with Arrays of Nonlinear Optical Solitons). Experi
ments were carried out on a large number ofsamples, progressing
in time towards optimisation ofthe device architecture,via a con
tinuous interaction among the experimental (Nice), material
(Ulm) and theoretical groups (Bari and Como). The device is a
large areaVertical CavitySurface Emitting Laser (bottom-emitter
VCSEL, 150~ diameter) injected by a coherent field generated
by a high power edge-emitter laser, whose wavelength is tunable
in the range 960-980 nm.

The VCSEL works as an amplifier and is kept slightly below
the lasing threshold. A typical time-averaged transverse intensity
profile of the VCSEL driven by the holding beam is shown in Fig.
4. One observes a homogeneous area on the right-handside ofthe
sample, and a patterned region on the left. As indicated by the
numerical simulations, the most appropriate region to generate
CSs lies immediately to the right of the line which separates the
homogeneous and the patterned area.

Box 2

Spatial Soliotions

Spatial Solitons are light beams that propagate with undistort
ed shape, as a result of a perfect balance between diffraction,
which tends to spread the beam, and the self-focusing action
induced by the interaction with the nonlinear medium in
which the beam propagates. In Ken media they can be
described bya Nonlinear Schroedinger Equation (NLSE).
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Starting with no spot, the writing beam (power about 50 IlW,
compared to BmW for the holding beam) is capable ofgenerating
a high intensity spotwhen it is in phase with the holding beam, as
predictedby theory. When the writing beam is removed, the bright
spot remains on indefinitely. After writing one spot, the writing
beam is applied again in a different position, causing a second CS
to turn on and persist after the writing beam is extinguished. This
procedure has been improved with respect to the results reported
in [10],where only two CSs were switched on, and presently up to
7 CSs can be independently excited in the sample (Fig. 5). This
improvement is due to the introduction of a misalignment of the
holding beam, so that the spatial region where the parameter val.
ues allow the existence of stable CSs is consequentlyenlarged.

As for turning the CS off, the writingbeam must be aimed at an
existing CS and its phase must be varied by 1t so that when it is
injected, it destructively interferes with the broad holding beam
and locally depletes the sustaining field; this causes the CS to dis
appear, and when the writing beam is turned off, the spatial
intensity distribution becomes exactly the same as it was at the
beginning of the experiment.

The CSs in Fig. 5 can be controlled independently; however
technical reasons due to the alignment precision of the writing
beam do not allow all of them to be switched on and off: the eras
ing procedure works perfectly with
4 of the CS in Fig. 5, while three of
them can only be switched on at
present This writing/erasing exper
iment was repeated at several values
of the pumping current from 270
mA up to 350 mA.

This unambiguous demonstra
tion of CS stability and control in
semiconductor microresonators
opens up a broad applicative sce
nario for innovative optoelectronic
devices based on CS properties. As
an example, using the drifting
properties of CS the fanning in and
out of an optical signal could be
much easier, as well as the
seriaUparallel conversion. On the other hand, the problem of
ensuring high levels of homogeneity and sample smoothness in
the growing phase must be addressed in the future to achieve
viable devices in photonics.

The most pressing short-term issue of this research involves a
development ofoptical control techniques on the holding beam to
ensure proper CS manipulation.
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Intense soft X-ray matter
interaction: Multiple
ionization of atom
clusters by free-electron
laser radiation
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A. Swiderski, and H. Wabnitz
Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Fourth-generation light sources based on free-electron lasers
(FEL) will provide intense, short-wavelength radiation for a

wide range of applications in physics, chemistry and biology.
Large scale FELs are proposed that could be used to generate
pulses of hard X-rays. The FEL at DESY, a proof-of-principle
project [2], has begun operation at far-ultraviolet wavelengths
and initial results are presented in this paper [2]. Xe clusters are
illuminated with intense FEL pulses of 98 nm wavelength. Here,
unexpectedly strong absorption of the laser radiation by Xenon
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clusters was observed, resulting in the explosion of the clusters
and the ejection ofhigh-energy, multiply charged ions. For the
first time, we were able to observe such a highly nonlinear inter
action between matter and soft X-rays below 100 nm. So far,
most work in the field of nonlinear processes was restricted to
infrared, visible and ultraviolet light from lasers [3].

The FEL at DESY is operating in the regime below 100 nm
wavelength4 and offers new scientific opportunities. The under
standing of the interaction of short-wavelength, short-pulse
radiation with matter is essential for all future experiments. In a
first series of experiments, the ionization ofXe atoms and clus
ters was compared.While Xe atoms become onlysingly ionizedby
the absorption of single photons, absorption in clusters is
strongly enhanced. On average, each atom in a large cluster
absorbs up to 400 eY, corresponding to 30 photons. The clusters
are heated up and electrons are emitted after sufficient energy is
acquired. There is some evidence that the photo absorption of
ionized clusters at 100 nm is too efficient to be explained by
straightforward models of collision induced absorption. The
results will have strong impact on our understanding of radia
tion damage. A key issue for future studies will be the
extrapolation to short wavelengths and to identify the absorp
tion processes in the nm to Aregime. The latter will be important
because X-ray lasers could take snapshot pictures of the atomic
structure of single biomolecules [5].

The experiments were performed by irradiating atoms and
clusters with -100 fs long FEL pulses at 98 nm wavelength and a
power density of up to 7*1013W/cm2• The resulting ions are
detected with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Thanks to the
high laser intensity, mass spectra with a high signal-to-noise
ratio can be recorded in a single shot of the FEL.
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• Fig. 3: Classical simulations of the electron motion and
ionization for Xe13 clusters with soft X-rays. Electron trajectories
were calculated for 100 fs long ptJlses of constant intensity.The
position of the ions is that of the neutral cluster and kept fixed
during the simulation.The scale is in A.
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is much lower than the power density needed to induce a
Coulomb explosion in the IR. Classical model calculations for
the movement in charged clusters show that the ionization
process at short wavelength is due to the absorption ofmanypho
tons heating the cluster and subsequent electron emission (see
Figure 3). The experimentally determined absorption of the
clusters is 3-5 times larger than predicted by the dassical calcula
tion. The steps ofthe ionization process are illustrated in Figure 4.

The absorption ofshort-wavelength radiation and subsequent
ionisation differs considerably from that in the optical spectral
range. A absorption and ionization start bysingle photon absorp
tion as described by quantum mechanics. After many unbound
electrons are created, a plasma is formed. There is evidence that
already at 100 om quantum mechanical modelling of the absorp
tion processes including resonant electronic transitions becomes
important. Going to shorter wavelengths will enhance this trend.
The results show that the VUV-FEL has opened up a new and
exciting field of non-linear physics and they are a first step
towards experiments in the DID and Arange.
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TOF mass spectra for different
clusters sizes recorded at 2*1013

W/cm2 are shown in Figure 1. The
most striking result is the surprisingly different ion signal from
atomic and cluster beams. While only singly charged ions are
observed after irradiation of isolated atoms, atomic ions with
charges up to +8 are detected ifclusters are irradiated. The clus
ters absorb many photons and completely disintegrate into
singly and multiply charged ions. The mass peaks are very broad,
indicating that the ions have a high kinetic energy. This can be
understood in terms of a Coulomb explosion process. The popu
lation of different ion states and their kinetic energy strongly
depends on the power density. This is shown in Figure 2 for clus
ters comprising 1500 atoms. At the highest power level of 7*1013

W/cm2,charge states up to +8 are detected. The strong depen
dence on the power density is a clear sign that optical non-linear
processes dominate the ionisation of the clusters at the power
levels used.

The average kinetic energy per ion strongly varies with its
charge state and the cluster radius. For Xe7+ kinetic energies
more than 2 keV were observed. The high energies are a clear sig
nature of a Coulomb explosion [6]. From the results it is
concluded that an energy ofup to several hundred eV per atom is
taken from the FEL beam. Coulomb explosions ofclusters are not
a new phenomenon [7,8] and have been already induced with
infrared (IR) light. It is agreed that the experimental findings are
explained by field ionisation of the atoms and the clusters by the
strong electric field of the IR laser [9,10]. The dramatic effects

observed when clusters are exposed to
short-wavelength radiation are some
what surprising because the Coulomb
explosion starts at 1011 W/cm2

, which
'~-----,

<Ill fi94;TIme-of-fJight mass spectra i
recor<ied after irradiation of Xe clusters I!

comprising 1500 atoms as afunction of
the power density.The power density is .
given in the figure.The spectrum atthe
bottom is recorded at a reduced gain of
the FEl.The intensity of highly charged
ions increases with increasing power
density. Experimental details:The intrinsic
pulse energy of the - 100 fs long SASE-fEl
pulsesIl) typically varies between 1.5 and
251J.l.The spectra with a power density of
1.9*10"- 7*1013W!cm2 are taken with

I pulsesof25III energy.The power density could be lowered by moving I
i~~~~~I.~~~_~~:~~~.~fthe focus to 10,oW!cm

2
at 1.51JJ. 1

... Fig. 1:Time-af-f1ight mass spectra ofionisation productsofXe
atoms and c1usters.The spectra are recorded after ionisation with soft
X-rays with 98 nm wavelength at an average powerdensity of 2*1 013

W/crrr.After irradiation ofclusters, highly charged ions an~ observed.
The mass peaks are rather broad and
displaced with respect to the
calculated flight times indicated by
bars in the uppermost part ofthe
figure.This indicates that the ions have
high kinetic energy.The number Nof
atoms per cluster is given inthe figure.
The kinetic energy ofthe ions as a
function ofthe chargefor N:::::1500 is
displayed in the inset.
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BE-3001 Heverlee, Belgium
TELlFAX +32 163271 271+32 16 32 79 83
EMAIL joseph.indekeu@fys.kuleuven.ac.be

Physical Section of the Union of Czech
Mathematicians" Physicists

Administrative Secretary A. Bernathova
Czech Physical Society
Na 5l0vance 2
CZ-182 21, Prague 8,Czech Republic
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TEL/FAX +420 266052910/
.EMAIL cieply@ujf.cas.cz

General Secretary A. Cieply
Nuclear Physics Institute As Cr
CZ-250 68,llez near Prague, Czech Republic
TEL/FAX+420 266173284/ +420220940165
EMAIL cieply@ujf.cascz

President J. Dittrich
See address ofthe Genefal Secretary
TEL/fAX +420 220 941 147/+420 220 941 130
EMAll dittrich@ujf.cas.cz

Vice'Presidents
D;Slavinska, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
EMAIL slavinsk@mbox.troja.mff.cuni.cz
D. Novotny, University of lE. Purkyne, Usti nad labem,
Czech Republic
EMAIL novotnyd@pf.ujep.cz

'Jreasurer1'. Bydzovsky
Nuclear Physics Institute As Cr
CZ-250 68, Rez near Prague, Czech Republic
TEL/FAX +420 266 173 283/ +420 220 940 165
EMAIL bydzovsky@ujf.cas.cz

Accountant l. lizkovska
Institute ofPhysics As Cr
Cukrovarnicka 10
Cl-16253, Prague 6,Czech Republic
EMAll ziz@fzu.c2

, .

Danlsb Physlc~Society
Secretary B. Andresen
University ofCopenhagen
Physics Laboratory
Universitetsparken 5
OK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
TEL/FAX +45 353204 70 / +45353204 60
EMAIL andresen@fys.ku.dk

President H. Bruus
Microelectronics Center
Technical University of Denmark
Building 345
DK-28oo Lyngby, Denmark
TEL/FAX +45 4S25 6399 - +45 4525 5700 / +45 4588 7762
EMAll bruus@mlc.dtu.dk

Treasurer EH. Pedersen
University ofAarhus
Institute of Physics and Astronomy
EMAll horsdal@lfa.au.dk

Eston,ianPhysical Society
Secretariat
EstonIan Physical Society
Tahe4
EE-S1 01 0Tartu, Estonia
TEL/fAX +372 7383 034/ +372 7 375 S20

President R.Jaaniso
Tartu University
Institute of Physics
Rila Str.142
EE-S1 014Tartu, Estonia
TEL/FAX +372 7 38 30 34 - +372 7 37 55 20 /
+372 7 38 30 33
EMAIL jaaniso@fi.tartu.ee
Vice·Presidents
A.Kikas
University ofTartu, Institute of Physics, Estonia
EMAIL kiku@fi.tartu.ee
1'.Suurvarik
Tallinna Tehnikaulikoot,Tallin, Estonia
EMAIL spaul@edu.ttu.ee
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f'lnMsh Physical Society
General Secretary E. Hanninell
University of Helsinki
Finnish Physical! Society
F1·00014 Helsinki, FInland
TEL/FAX +358 919150523/ +358919150553
EMAIL finphys@helsinki.fi

President T. Rantala
Tampere University ofTechnology
Department Of Physics
FI-33101,Tampere, Finland
TEL/FAX +358 3 31 15 4226/ +358331152600
.EMAIL tapio.rantala@tUl.fi

ff'ench l'hyslcalSodety
SecretaryV. Lemaitre
Societe Francaise De Physique
33, Rue Croulebarbe
FR-75013, Paris,france
UL/FAX +33 144 08 6713/ +33 144 08 67 19
EMAIL sfp@sfpnet.org

General Secretary J, Vannimenus
Ecole Normale Superieure
Laboratoire de Physique Statistique
24, Rue Lhomond
FR-75231, Paris Cedex OS, France
TEL/FAX +33 1 44 32 37 62
eMAIL jean.vannimenus@ensJr

P.resident E. Brezin
ENS,Departement de Physique
24, Rue Lhomond
FR-75231, Paris Cedex OS, France
TEL/FAX +33 1 44 32 34 95/ +33 147 07 13 99
EMAIL bretin@physique.ensJr

Treasurer J. Le Duff
Labo.ratoire de L'ac(~lerateUT L1nealre
FR-91898, Orsay Cede)(, France
TELlFAX+33164468430/+33 169071499
fMAIL Jeduff@lal.in2p3Jr

Georgian Physical Society
Secretariat N. Kevlishvili
Institute of Physics
Georgian Academy ofSciences
6Tamarashvili Str.
GE-38oo77 Tbilisi, Georgia
TEl/FAX +995 32 395626 /.
EMAIL kev@iph.hepi.edu.ge

President J.L.Chkareuli
Institute of Physics
GE·3BO()77 Tbilisl, Georgia
TEl/FAX +995 32395626 /
EMAll jJc@physlcs.1berlapaeoge

Vice-Presidents
A. Gerasimov,Tbillsl State University. Georgia
Z. Saralidze. Georgian Academy of Sciences, Georgia

German Physical Society
Secretariat G. Tschage
Deutsche Physikalische Geselischaft EV.
Magnus-Haus
Am Kupfergraben 7
DE-' 0117, Berlin, Germany
TEL/FAX +49 30 201748 - 0 / +4930201748 - 50
EMA1L magnus@dpg·physik.de

General SecretaryV. Haeselbarth
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft E.V.

Hauptstrasse 5
DE-53604, Bad Honnef, Germany
TEl/FAX +49 ill4 92320/ +49 2224 92 3250
EMAIL dpg@dpg·physik.de

President R. Sauerbrey
Universltat Jena
InstitUt FOr Optlk Und Quantenelektronik
Max-Wien-Platz 1
DE-D7743, Jena, Germany
TEl/FAX +49 3641 947 200 / -1'493641 947 202
EMAll sauerbrey@ioq.unl-jena.de

Vice·President D. 8asting
Lambda PhysikGrTjbh
Hans·Bockler Sq. 12
DE·37079 GOttlngen. Germany
TELlFAX 49551 6938 100 / 6938 104
EMAIL bastlng@lambdaphysik.com

Treasurer H. Bechte
Stiftung Caesar
Frledenspliltz 16
DE·531 11, 80nn, Germany
TEL/FAX +49 228 9656 105/ +49 228 9656 111
£MAil bechte@caesatde

Greece

Hellenic Physical Society
Secretariat M. Kazangi
Hellenic Physical Society
6 Grivaion 5tr.
GR·1 0680 Athens, Greece
TEL/FAX+30 17655626/-

General Secretary S.Vanlkiotl
HellenIc Physical Society, Greece

Contact A. Angelopoulos
EMAIL 1lngel@phys.uoa.gr

President G. Papadopoulos
See address of the Secretariat
TEL/FAX +30 171'3 41 00/361 06 90

Vice-Presidents
P. Phildissls. Hellenic Physical Society, Greece
S.Tsitomeneas, Hellenic Physical Society, Greece

Treasurer K. Panourgias
Hellenic PhYSical Society, Greece

Roland Eotvos Physical Society
Secretariat M. Nagy
ELFT
Fa U.68
Pf.433
HU-1371, Budapest; Hungary
TEL/FAX +361 201 8682
EM~ll mail.elft@mtesz.hu

Secretary General G.Szabo
Unlversity of Szeged
Departfnent ofOptlcs,& Quantum E1ectronks
(lomTer 9
HLJ-6720. Szeged, Hungary
TEL/FAX +36 62 544 272 / +36 62 544 6S8
EMAll gszabo@sol.cc.u·szeged.hu

Deputies Secretary General
K. Harfl~in, T UBudapest, Department of Physics,
'Budapest. Hungary
EMAll hartlein@cik.bme.hu
L Kotek. University of Pecs, Department of General
Physics. Pecs, Hungary
EMAll kotek@fizia.nk.pte.hu
A, Mester, Dlosgyiir High School,Miskolc. Hungary
EMAll xkibandiAgold.uni·miskolc.hu
S. Ujvari, K. Lanczos High School, Sz~kesfehervar, Hungary
EMAll ujvari@mail.datatrans.hu
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President J. Nemeth
Eotvos University
Department ofTheoretlcal Physics
Pazmany P.Setany lIA
HU-1117, Budapest, Hungary
tEUFAX+361 2090555 (ext.6121)/ +3613722509
EMAIL nemeth@dnj.elte.hu

Vice-Presidents
A. Kovach,lnstitute of Nuclear Research (Atomki),
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary
EMAIL kovach@atomki.hu
A. Patkos, Eotvos lorand University ofSciences,
Department ofAtomic Physics, Budapest, Hungary
EMAIL patkos@hector.elte.hu
K Papp, University of Szeged, DepartrRent ofExperimentaJ
Physics, 5zeged, Hungary
EMAIL pkat@physx.u-szeged.hu

Icelandic I»hys,lcal Society

Secretary G. Bjornsson
Science Institute
University of Iceland
Dunhaga 3
IS-'07 Reykjavik,lceland
tEUFAX +354 525 4800 /8911

President H.P. Gislason
Science Institute
Ounhaga 3
lS-107 Reykjavik, Iceland
tEUFAX +354 525 4S 00 /5289 11
EMA1L hailidi@raunvis.hi.is

Treasurer J.T. Gudmundsson
University of Iceland, Iceland

Royal Irish Academy

Secretariat PJ.Oempsey
Royal Irish Academy
19 DawsoR Street
IRL-Dublin 2,lreland
TU/FAX +353 I 6380915/ +353 I 6762346
EMAIL p.dempsey@ria.ie

Secretary G.O'sullivan
Royal Irish Academy
National Committee for Physics
19 Dawson Street
IRL-Dublin 2,lreland
tEUFAX +353 I 6762570/ +353 1 6762346
EMAIL gosulliv@speclab.ucd.ie

Chairman J.G. Mc Inerney
See contact details ofthe Secretary
EMAILadmin@rla.ie

Israe! Physical Society

5ecretaryT. Ben-Gal
Ben-Gurion University
Department ofPhysics
PO BOX 653
IL-84105 Beer-Sheva, Israel
TEUFAX +972 8 646 1645 / +972 8 647 2904
EMAIL bengai@hemda.org.i1

President E. Ben-Yakov
School of Physics and AstfOnomy, Saclder Faculty of Exact
Sciences
Tel-Aviv University
IL-6997B Tel Aviv, Israel
tEUFAX +972 3 6425 7a7 / +972 3 6422979
EMAIL eshel@alberttau.ac.il

Vice-President J. Adler
Technion, Haifa, Israel
EMAIL phr76ja@techunix.technion.ac.i1
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ItaUan Physical Society

Secretariat B. Alzani
Societ~ Italiana di Fisica
Via Saragozza 12
IT-40123 Bologna, Italy
TEUFAX +39 051 33 IS 54/ +39051 S8l3 40
fMAIL sif@sif.it

President G.F. Bassani
See address of the Secretariat

Vice-President l.Gfarelli
Universita'di Salerno, Italy

Honorary President RARicci
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (INFN), Italy

Latvlan Physical Society
Sec,etariat O. Docenko
University of LaMa
Department of Physics
Zellu Str.8
LV-I 002 Riga, LaMa
TEI.IFAX +371 7033 793 / 
EMAIL oetocenko@latnet.lv

President I. Bersons
See address ofthe Secretariat
TEUFAX +371 7229 747/
EMAIL bersons@latnet.lv

Vice·Presldent G.Liberts
Daugavplls Pedagogical Univefsity,latvia
lEUFAX +317 9276061 /-
EMAIL liberts@latnetJv

Lithuanian Physical Society
Secretariat
Lithuanian Physical Society
Uetuvos Fiziku Draugija
A. Gostauto 12
LT·2600 Vilnius, Lithuania
TEUFAX+370 52620668/ +3705 212 5361
EMAILlfd@itpa.lt

Secretary A. Bernotas
Vilnius University
Research Iflstltute ofTheoretical Physics and Astronomy
A, Gostauto 12
LT·2600, Vilnius, lithuania
EMAIL bernotas@itpa.lt

P,esident Z.R. Rlldzikas
Vilnius University
Research Institute ofTheoretical Physics and Astronomy
A. Gostauto 12
LT-2600 Vilnius, Lithuania
TEUFAX+370 5 262 0668/ +370 5 212 4694
EMAIL tmkc.pllS@Wllb.lt

Treasurer R. Sadzius
Vilnius University, Lithuania
EMAIL sadzius@delfi.lt

Vice-Presidents
J.Vaitkus, Vilnitls University,Semiconductor Physics
Department, Lithuania
EMAIL juozas.vaitkus@ff.vu.lt
S. Asmontas, State lnstitute of Semiconductor Physics of
Uthuania
EMAIL asmontas@uj.pfi.lt
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' ..
Sodety of Physicists of Macedonia
Secretariat
Society of Physicists of Macedonia
Institute of Physics
St.Cyrll and Methodlus University
MK-91 000 5kopje, Macedonia
TEl./FAX +38991117055/2281 41
EMA1L fizmak@iunona.pml.uklrn.edu.mk

Secretary N. StoJanov
Faculty of Natural Sciences and MathematJcs, Macedonia

President B.Veljanoski
See address of the Secretarial
fMAIL blagoj@lunona.pmf.uklm.edu,mk

Treasurer A. Kanevce
Department ofPhysics, Macedonfa

The Netherlands

The lIletherlands' Physical Society
Secretariat A, Jelles
The Netherlands' PhysiCal Society
Nederlandse Natuukundige Vereniging
PO BOX 301'
NL·1170 AH Badhoeve(dorp,The Netherlands
TEUFAX +31 206580228/6592477
EMAIL a.jelles@nnv.nl

Secretary E.W.A.lIngeman
(/0 NIKHEF, The Netherlands
EMAIL ed@nlkhef.nl

President H. E. A. van den Akker
Kramers laboratorlum, Prins Bernardlaan 6
NL-2628 BW DelftThe Netherlands
TELlFAX+31 152781 400/ 2782838
EMAIL vdakker@klft.tn.tudelft.nl

Treasurer J. Konijn
NIKHEF, The NeTherlands
EMAIL j.konljn@nikhef.nl

Norwegian Physical Society

Seaetary H. Bruvoll
Department ofPhysics, University of0510
POB 1048
N·0316.oslo"Norway
TEUFAX +4722 85 6429/22 85 64 22
EMAIL heidib@fys.ul0.no

President S. Stapnes
Department of Physics
University of Oslo
POB 104B Blindern
N·03'16 Oslo, Norway
TEL/FAX +47 2l8S 50 63/22 85 64 22
EMAIL steinar.slGp~es@fys.ulo.no

'. -
Polish Physical Society

Secretariat K.1akowlcz
Polish Physical Society
Maln'Board
ul.Hoza 69
PL· 00-681 Warsaw. Poland
TEL!FAX+48 22621 2668 / 48 U 621 2668
EMAIL p.lf@fuw.edu.pl

Secretary General A.Lellwa-Kopyslynska
PolIsh Academy ofSciences, Faculty of Physics
Institute of Experimental Physics
ul. Hoza 69
PL-00,681 Warsaw, Poland
lEL/FAX +48 U 553 23 46/1'48 22 625 64 06
EMAIL akQPyst@fuw.edLJ.pl
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President M.Kolwas
Polish Academy of Sciences. Institute ofPhysics
International Postgraduate Studies
al.lotnikow 32/46
Pl-2668Warsaw, Poland
TEL/FAX +48 22 847 09 17 I +48 22 843 09 26
EMAI~ kolwas@ifpan.edu.pl

Vice-Presidents
K. Chalasinska-Macukow,Warsaw University, Poland
EMAll kmacukow@mimuw.edu.pl
R. Kulessa,Jagiellonian University, Poland
EMAIL kulessa@if.uj.edu.pl
Treasurer M. Kowalski
Warsaw University ofTechnology, Institute of Physics
EMAll mark<l@if.pw.edu.pl

Portuguese Physical Society

SecretariatMJ. Couceiro da Costa
Sociedade Portuguesa de Fisica
Av. da Republica, 37-4'
1'1-1050-187, Lisboa, Portugal
TELlFAX +351 217 993 6651 +351 217 952 349
(MAIL mJose@spf.pt

General Secretary A. Barroso
Universidade de Lisboa, Depto. Fisica, Portugal
TELlFAX +351 21 79048231 +351 21 7954288
EMAIL barroso@ciilc.ul.pt

President J.O. Urbano
Universidade de Coimbra
Departamento de Fisica
Rua Larga
PT·3004·516,Coimbra, Portugal
TELlFAX +35139410600/
EMAIL urbano@teor.fis.uc.pt

Vice-President M. F10lhais
Universidade de Coimbra, faculdade de Ciencias e
Tecnologia, Portugal
(MAIL t.manuel@teor.fis.uc.pt

Treasurer & Local Coordinator MA Pedro de Jesus
Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal
EMAIL apfesus@cii.[c.ul.pt

. ,.

Romanian Physical Society

Secretariat A. Anitoaiei
Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering (INPE)
POB MG-6
R-8ucharest·Magurele, Romania
TEL/FAX +40 14042303 14042311 or 4231472

General Secretary D. Grecu
Polytechnic University, Romania

President A. Calboreanu
Tandem laboratory
Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering
POB MG-6, R-Buchare.st-Magurele, Romania
TELlFAX +4014042303 14042311 or4231472
EMAIL calbo@jfi~.nipne.r9

Vice-President V. Grecu
Faculty of Physics, Romania

United PhysiCBI Society of the Russian
Faderation
Secretary A. P. Kovaleva
National Committee of Russian Physicists
General Physics &Astronomy Oept.
Russian Academy of Sciences
32 a, Leninsky Prospect
RU-117993 Moscow, Russia
TELlFAX+7095 93854 54/938 1714
EMAIL alina@gpad.ac.ru
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Secretary General VA Zayats
See address ofthe Secretariat
TELlFAX +7 095 938 5500 1938 1714
(MAIL zayats@gpad.ac.ru

President LV. Keldysh
See address ofthe Secretariat
TELlFAX +7 095 938 5454/938 1714
EMAIL keldysh@gpad.ac.ru

Vice-President S:N. 8agayev
Siberian 8ranch of the Russian Academy ofSciences,
Russia
EMA1L bagayev@laser.nsc.ru

~ . . .

Physical Society o·f Serbia and Montenegro
Secretariat
Physical Society of Serbia and Montenegro
Pregrevica 118
YU-l1080, Beograd-Ze.mun, Serbia and Montenegro
TELlFAX+38111 3160260 ext. 166/ +381 11 3162 190
EMAIL jdf@phy.bg.ac.yu

Secretary S. Prvanovic
See. address of the Secretariat
tELlFAXH8111 3160 260 ext. 177 I +3813162190
EMAIL prvanovic@phy.bg.ac.yu

President M.M. Popovic
See address of the Secretariat
TELlFAXH81113160S98/+381113160531
EMAIL marko@phy.bg.ac.yu

Vice-President 1. Savlc
See address ofthe Secretariat
TELlFAX+381113160260/+381113162190

Slovak Physical Society
Secretariat
Slovak Physical Society
Institute of Physics
Dubravska cesta 9
SK-845 11 Bratislava, Slovakia
EMAIL sfs@savba.sk

Secretary General D. Krupa
See address ofthe Secretariat
TEL/FAX +421 25941 05141 +421 25477 6085
EMAIL krupa@savba.sk

President J. Stanlcek
Faculty of MathefTIatics, Physics and Informatics
Comenius University
Mlynska Dolma
5K-842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia
TELlFAX +421 26029 S4S41 +421 265425882
EMAIL stanicek@fmph.uniba.sk

Vice-President M. Reiffers
Institute of Experimental Physics
Watsonova 47
SK-043 53, Koslce, Slovakia
TEL/FAX +411 55622 815B 1+421 55633 6292
EMAIL relffers@saske.sk

Treasurer J. BohaCik
Slovak Academy of Sciences
Institute of Physics
Bratislava,Slovakla
EMAIL bohacik@savba.sk

Society of Mathematicians, Physicists and
A5tronomers of Sloven la

Secretariat J. Krusic
Department of Mathematics
University of Ljubljana
Jadranska 19

SI-1 000 LjublJana, Slovenia
TELlFAX +38614766559/12517281

Secretary J. Krusic
See address of Secretariat

President Z. Trontelj
See address of Secretariat
TELlFAX 386'1 4766582 112517281
EMAIL zvonko.trontelj@fiz.uni-IJ.si

Vice-President I. Musevic
University of LjublJana, 510vl'nla

Treasurer A. Jaklic
Univl'rsity of LJubljana, Slovl'nia

Spanish Royal Society of Physics

Secretariat CZ. Exposito
Real Socledad Espanola de Fi~ica

fFaculdad de fisica
Universldad Complutense de Madrid
ES-28040.Madrid,5pain
TEL/FAX +34 13944359 - +341394 43 611
+3415433879
EMAIL rsef@fis.ucm.es

Secretary General M.Shaw Martos
Faculdad de Gencias. Dpto. de FlSica de los MaTeriales,
Madrid,Spain
EMAIL mshaw@ccia.unecie.s

President G.OelgadoBarrio
Instituto de Flsica F'tlndarnenrale
Serrano 123 - CSIC
ES-28006 Madrid,Spain
TEL/FAX +34 91585519.61 +349 I 5855398
EMAIL gl!rardo@fam77.1maff.csic.es

Vice-Presidents
A. Ferrer Soria, Ifle-Universidad de ValenCia, Burjassot
(Valencia), Spain
EMAIL antonio.ferrer@lific.uv.es
c.F. Pineda, Universidad Comptutense de Madrid, Spain
EMAIL fde.zplne@fis.uon.es

Treasurer V.R. Velasco Rodrlgul'z
Instituto de Oencias de Materiales•
Cantoblanco (Madrid), Spain
EMAIL vrvr@icmm.csic.es

Swedish Physical Society

Secretariat
Swedish Physical Society
Manne Siegbahn Laboratory
Frescativagen 24
5-104 05 Stocl(holm, Sweden
EMAIL m@msl.se

Secretary H, Oanared
Manne Siegbahn laboratory
FresGltiv1!ge.n 24
SE·104 05., Stockholm, Sweden
TEL/FAX+4681610381 468158674
EMAIL danared@msLse

President B. lonson
Chalmers University ofTechnology and G{)teoorg
Univl'rsit>,
Department of Experimental Physics
~E-412 96,Goteborg,Sweden
TELIFAX +46 31 77232621 +46 31 772 32 69
EMAIL bjn@fy.chalml.rs.se.
EMAIL sfs@msLse

Treasurer K.G. Rensfelt
Stockholm University, Manne Siegbahn Laboratory,
Sweden
EMAIL rensfelt@msi.se
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Swiss PhY5ica.1 Society
Secretariat S. Albietz
Swiss Physical Society
SPGBiiro
Universitaet Basel
Klingelbergstrasse B2
CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland
TEUFAX +41 612673715 I +41 61 2673784
EMAIL sps@unibas.ch

Secretary J.-M. Bonard
lPN-SB
EPFL
CH-1 015 Lausanne,Switzerland
TEUFAX+41216934410/+41016933604
EMAIL jean-marc.bonard@epfl.ch

President J,Ph.Ansermet
EPFL -IPE Ecublens
Institut de Physique Experimentale
CH-l015 Lausanne,Switzerland
TEUFAX +41 21 6933339 I +41 21 6933604
EMAlLjean-philippe.ansermet@epfl.ch
Treasurer T. Gyalog
Universitat Basel, Institut filr Physik,Pharmazentrum,
Switzerland
EMAIL tibor.gyalog@unibas.ch

Turki5hPhysical Society
5ecretary General L. Amon
Istanbul University
Department of Physics, Nuclear Physics Division
Faculty ofSciences
TR-34459,Vezneciler -Istanbul,Turkey
TEUFAX +90212 4555700 (15260~ / +90212 519 0834
EMAIL lidyamon@istanbul.edu.tr

President B.Akkus
See contact details ofthe Secretary General
EMAIt. akkus@istanbul.edu.tr

Wce-President M.C. Akyolcu
Istanbul University
Biophysics Division
Cerrahpasa Faculty of Medicine
TR-Istanbul,Turkey
TEUFAX+90 212 5299941/ +90212 5299942
EMAIt. akyolcu@lstanbul.edu.tr

Ukrain,lan Phy5ica,1 Society
Executive Secretary c.v. Usenko
Taras Shevchenko National Kyiv University
Faculty ·of Physics
Academ1c Glushkova Ave. 6
UA-3680 Kyiv, Ukraine
TEUFAX +380 44 266 3060 I +380 44 266 4036
EMAIL usenko@phys.univ.kiev.ua

President 1.0.Vakarchuk
lvan Franko National University of Lviv
Department ofTheoretical Physics
1, Universitetska Str.
UA-79000 Lviv, Ukraine
TEUFAX+380 322 741262/ +380 322971668
EMAIL presiden@ups.kiev.ua

Vice-Presidents
V.G. Litovchenko, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine,Kiev,
EMAIL Ivg@div9.semicond.kiev.ua
S.G. Nedelko, Kyiv University, Faculty ofPhysics, Ukraine
EMAIL nedelko@ups.kiev.ua
V.M. Shulga, National Academy ofSciences of Ukraine,
.EMAIL Kharkov.Ukraineshulga@rian.kharkov.ua
J.M.Stakhira, Lviv University, Faculty of Physics, Ukraine
EMAIL stakhira@wups.kiev.ua
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United Kingdom _

T,he In5titute of PhydC5
Secretariat
The Institute of Physics
76 Portland Place
UK·Wl B1NT, London, England
TELlFAX +44 20 7470 4800 / +44 20 7470 4848
EMAIL physics@iop.org

Chief Executive 1. King
See contact details ofthe Secretariat
EMAIL julia.king@iop.org

President D.Wallace
See contact details ofthe Secretariat
EMAIL physics@iop.org
Contact PH.. MeMlle
See contact details ofthe Secretariat
EMAIL peter.melvllle@loP.org

HonoraryTreasurer J.A.Scott
University College, Physics Department
IRL-Oublin 4, Belfield, Ireland
TEUFAX +353 1706 1681 1+353 1 26928366
EMAIL tony.scott@ucd.ie

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

BESSYGmbH
Head ofAdministration
Th. Frederking
AlberHlnstein-Str.15
DE-12489 Berlin,Germany
TElIFAX +49 030 63922999/ +49030 6392 2990

CEASaclay
MrsGillot
FR-91 191 Gif-sur-Yvetle Cedex, France
TEUFAX +33 1 69082473/ +33 1 6908 27 07

CERN
C.Jarlskog
CH-l,211 Geneva 23, 5witzerl'and
TEUFAX+4122767 24141 +41227676760
EMAIL cecilia.jarlskog@cern.ch

OESY
Directorates Office
Notkestrasse 85
DE-22603 Hamburg, Germany
TELlFAX +49 40 89 98 3100 / +49 40 89 98 3282

OLR
German Aerospace Center
DerVorstand
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The human engine:
How to keep it cool
L.f.P. Hermans, Leiden University, The Netherlands

W e don't usually think of ourselves in that way, but each of
us is an engine, running on sustainable energy. It differs

from ordinary engines in more than just the fuel. The human
engine cannot be shut off, for instance: it keeps idling even if no
work is required. That is needed to keep the system going, to
keep our heart pumping, for example, and to keep the tempera
ture around 37 QC. Because - and here is another difference - our
human engine works only in a very small temperature range.

It's interesting to look at this a bit more quantitatively.
Our daily food has an energy content of 8 to
10 MJ. That, incidentally, is equivalent to
a quarter of a litre of gasoline, barely
enough to keep our car going on the ~
highway for about 2 minutes. Those 8 ::;/
to 10 MJ per day represent just about
100W on a continuous basis. Only a
small fraction is needed to keep our
heart pumping, as we can easily es
timate from a pDV consideration
(p being on the order of 10 kPa and
DV on the order 0,1 litre, with a heart beat fre
quency around 1 Hz).

In the end, those 100Ware released as heat: by radiation, con
vection and evaporation. Under normal conditions, sitting be-

Our very latest model
Denis Weaire, Trinity College Dublin Ireland

Por most of us the ethics ofwork practices are something that
biologists have to worry about. After all, you don't have to cut

up a dog to diagonalise a Hamiltonian. Nevertheless are conscious
ofveryhigh standards in the conduct ofresearch. For example, we
present out findings (fairly) honestly, we readily accept their over
throw by others, we give freely of our time to the running of
conferences and journals, and we encourage and nurture the new
members of the profession.
In the matter of research proposals, which bring no prize for fin
ishing second, there is an awkward tension between due modesty
and a persuasive presentation. To survive we must draw a dis
creet veil over our deficiencies and offer our better profile to the
world. Here there is a certain elasticity in our claims to virtue. It is
understood, particularly by the reviewers.

This tendency is in danger ofbeing stretched to breakingpoint
by the growing use of consultants to write proposals that are ele
gantly tailored to the wishes of the granting body. The common
wisdom is that Framework Programmes 5 and 6 are readily acces
sible onlyby this method. Certainly it is now explicit that scientific
brilliance is necessary but not sufficient.

What distinguishes these programmes from their predecessors
is the increasing intrusion ofsocio-economic criteria. Most ofus,
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hind our desk in our usual clothing in an office at 20 QC, radia
tion and convection are the leading terms, and evaporation gives
only a small contribution. UntU we start doing externalwork, on
a home trainer, for example. The energy consumption goes up,
and so does the heat production. Schematically, the total energy
consumption Ptot and the external work Pwork is shown in the
figure, where an efficiency of2S% has been assumed. Thus, ifwe
work with a power of 100 W, we increase the total power by
400 W, and the heat part by 300 W.

Now the body must try to keep its temperature constant. That's
not trivial: ifwe don't change clothing, or switch on a fan to make
the temperature gradients near our skin somewhat larger, the ra
diation and conduction terms cannot change much. They are de
termined by the difference between the temperature of our skin
and clothing on the one hand, and the ambient temperature on

the other.When working hard, we raise that difference
only slightly: due to the enhanced blood stream,
our skin temperature will get closer to that of the

inner body. But the limit is reached at 37 QC.
Fortunately, there is the evapora

tion term. Sweating is our rescue. And
drinking, of course. Each addi

tional100 W of released heat
that has to be compensated by
evaporation, requires a glass of

water per hour: O,18litre/h, to
be precise. The various terms
are, again schematically, shown

in the figure.
One conclusion: Heavy exercise

needs evaporation. Don't try to swim a
1000 m world record ifyour pool is heated to 37 QC •You might

not live to collect your prize: Where would the heat go?

when asked to detail the direct societal benefits of our research,
fall back on stammering platitudes or Faraday's immortal
defence: what use is a baby? Nul points.

Enter the consultant with a bulging briefcase ofbuzzwords. Et
voila!

In the process of transformation from ugly scientific duckling
to smooth commercial swan, it is likely that something will be
lost. In a word, innocence. The system of business ethics is very
different from ours. Self-promotion rather than self-denial is its
stock-in-trade. Manifest dishonesty (vide recent events in the
US.) is frowned upon, but one may float freely in the grey area of
unsubstantiated and imaginative claims. That's business.

Within its proper domain this highly successful system is best
left alone, but what will be the consequence of its introduction
into the world of academic physics? Will our research become a
pursuit of convenient half-truths, backing up the spurious novel
ty and usefulness of the "latest model"?

Erratum
Professor J.lndeku has brought to our attention that the Edited
version of the talk delivered at the PhysicsTeaching Forum, [EPN vol
34/3 page 98] organised on March 16th, 2002 in Brussels by the
National Committee for Physics of the Belgian Royal Academy of
Sciences needs to be completed with the following text"in
collaboration with the Belgian Physical Society.This article is
reproduced from the original version published in Physicalia
Magazine (Belgian Physical Society),vo124, n° 3, p.139-149 (2002)."
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• Fig. 2: The microscope made in
London by Edward Culpeper in
1731,and offered to the University
of Coimbra by Jacob de Castro
Sarmento.

theory of ti des, following
the Philosophy of the
incomparable Gentleman
Isaac Newton") is the first
Portuguese translation of
Newton's works. Coimbra
has an English microscope,
made by Culpeper and dated
1731, that was donated by
Sarmento (Fig. 2).

Another "foreigner" who
exerted a notable influence
on the Portuguese develop
ment in the 18th centurywas
John Hyacinth of Magellan
(1722 -1790) who studied at
the Monastery of Santa
Cruz, in Coirnbra. (He was a
remote relative of the navi
gator Magellan). After
having left Portugal in 1756,
he lived in France, before
taking up residence in London in 1764. Renouncing Portugal, he
declared that he did not want to live under a government that was
not assuring personal freedom. In England he collaborated and
maintained correspondence with the most famous European sci
entists of his time, such as James Watt. He promoted English
scientific instruments made in England throughout the continent.
His reputation extended from Lisbon to S. Petersburg, and even to
the United States. Magellan was member or corresponding mem
ber ofvarious scientific academies and societies, including those
ofLisbon, Brussels, Paris, S. Petersburg,
Berlin, Philadelphia, Haarlem, and Lon
don. He also collaborated with the
Portuguese crown, sending collections
of instruments of Astronomy, Physics,
Navigation, and other subjects, whose
construction he had supervised. The
Cabinet ofPhysics in Coimbra benefited
from his inside knowledge of the best
builders of English instruments. There
he sent a set of Physics and Astronomy
instruments, some incorporating
improvements made byhim. The most
important piece is the Atwood machine
that is still displayed (Fig. 3). There is
also a splendid pendulum clock.

The teaching of science ... Fig. 3: The Atwood
before the 1772 reform IMachine sent from London

by John Magellan.
The first half of the 18th century
was marked in Portugal by a significant advance ofscience, in par
ticular astronomy. Under King D. Joao V (1689-1750), who
ordered the construction of the baroque Library of the Universi
ty of Coimbra, new astronomical instrumentswere acquired. This
king had a fondness for the exact sciences, expressed in his finan
cial support of the creation of a Cabinet ofExperimental Physics
at the House of Necessidades, occupied by the Oratorians. S.
Felipe Neri had founded, in Rome, in 1565, the Congregation of
Oratorians, which had always taken an interest in the religious
and literary education ofyoung people. In Portugal, it settled in
downtown Lisbon, in 1667, at the House of Espirito Santo and
subsequently moved to the Hospice of Our Lady ofNecessidades

A Ei.gJ; Marquis of Pombal, the
Portuguese Prime Minister from
1750 to 1777.

Influences from abroad
After a long life Newton died in 1727, having enjoyed the recog
nition ofhis contemporaries, including the Portuguese who were
in London at the time. Some of them knew Newton personally,
through his Presidency of
the Royal Society.

The adoption of Newton
ian Philosophy in Portugal
benefited much from the
emigration to England in
1721 ofJacob de Castro Sar
mento (c.1691-1762).A
Jew pursued by the Inquisi
tion, he had studied
Medicine at the University of
Coimbra. He belonged to the
group of the so-called
"estrangeirados" ("foreign
ers"). These were Portuguese
who emigrated due to reli
gious, political or intellectual
persecution. Sarmento
became Fellow of the Royal
Society in 1730. He translat
ed in Portuguese one of Newton's works on tides. "Theorica
verdadeira das mares, conforme aPhilosofia do incomparavel
cavalhero Isaac Newton;' published in London in 1737 ("True

Dicio Ruivo Martins and Carlos Fiolhais
Department ofPhysics and Centre for Computational Physics of
the University ofCoimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Aplace of pilgrimage
the Coimbra Physics
Museum

M ost physicists look back to Galileo and Newton as the
founders oftheir subject, but their ideas took time to diffuse

throughout Europe during the century ofthe Enlightenment. Por
tugal, a country that was rich and powerful at that time, was
closely in touch with the most important centres ofscientific cul
ture, and followed the trend towards the establishment ofphysics
as an academic discipline

So when the Marquis of Pombal (1699-1782) (Fig. 1), the
authoritative prime minister who directed the reconstruction of
Lisbon after the earthquake of 1755, reformed the University of
Coimbra, studies in Natural Philosophy were considered indis
pensable. So was a "Cabinet" of physical instruments and
demonstrations. Today it is the Physics Museum of the universi
ty, and it may be visited either personally or virtually
(http://www.fis.uc.pt/museu/index.htm).This unique museum
exhibits include a wide variety ofscientific instruments ofthe 18th

and early 19th centuries.
We describe here the work of some Portuguese scientists of

that time, and the inception ofthe new Faculty ofPhilosophywith
its Physics Cabinet.
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.. Fig. 4 Teodoro de Almeida, a
forerunner of Physics in Portugal.

(nowadays the Ministry for Foreign Affairs). The Marquis of
Pombal initially accepted the pedagogical work of the priests of
Oratorio, as a partial replacement of the Jesuits he had expelled
in 1767. Later he accused them of teaching pernicious doctrines,
and the classes at the House of Necessidades were closed. They
reopened in 1777, when the king D. Jose I (1714 - 1777) died and
Pombal fell from power.

D. Jose I had been attending Physics demonstration sessions at
the house. A contemporary author recounts:

The Hospice ofNecessidades was provided with various instru
ments, in part by the generosity ofHis Majesty who has founded
that house, in part by his incomparable Son and in part by the
very Congregation. The cabinet where these instruments were
kept was the delightful theatre where Father Teodoro entertained
His Majesty King D. Jose and his court with the innocent and
admirable spectacles ofNature and where the same king D. Jose
with his attendance and sharp observation frequently honoured
the physical experiments done by Father Teodoro and even with
his royal hands many times manipulated the machines, trying
curiously the phenomena which were expounded.

So the Physics cabinet not only served to support the Physics
lessons but also to entertain and instruct the king: modern
researchers please note.

The first volume of"Philosophical Recreation or Dialogue on
NaroralPhilosophy", by Teodoro de Almeida (1722 -1804) (Fig.

4), appeared in 1751.While it
was not a textbook, its
author was a pioneer in the
development of scientific
culture in Portugal and
Spain. He was strongly
attacked by conservative fig
ures, in particular some
Jesuits, who accused him of
heresy. In some domains, his
pedagogical and scientific
activity between 1745 and
1760 anticipated by a quar
ter ofa century the reform of
teaching that occurred in
Coirnbra in 1772.

The most cited authors at
the time of the creation of
the teaching ofExperimental

Physics in Coimbra-such as Musschenbroeck, s'Gravesand,
Desaguliers and Nollet-were fundamental references to Almeida.

The whereabouts of the instruments utilized byAlmeida in his
lessons is unknown. The same is true of the apparatus of the
astronomical observatory existing at the same school, which was
equipped and used by Joao Chevalier (a Portuguese Oratorian
priest who, as an exile, was not only a founding member of the
Royal Academy ofBelgium, in Brussels, but also became its elect
ed president).

Under Pombal all those who did not bend before state power
were threatened. A victim of persecution, Teodoro de Almeida
was obliged to flee. In France he corresponded with Ant6nio
Ribeiro Sanches, a Portuguese medical doctor of Jewish origin
who became doctor to Catherine 11 at the Russian court and was
one of the inspirers of Pombal's reformation of sciences. Despite
being abroad, Almeida still exerted a strong influence on Por
tuguese culture. After his return he published in 1784
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"Physical-mathematical letters from Theodosio to Eugenio...;' as
a complement to the "Recreation". He was one of the founders of
the Royal Academy of Sciences in Lisbon, in 1780.

Pombal's reformation of science studies
The 18th century saw a fierce controversy between Oratorians
and Jesuits, the former considered to be modernisers, in opposi
tion to the traditional attitudes ofthe Jesuits. But the tragic fate of
the Oratorians was similar to that ofJesuits. Intellectuals not con
sidered conducive to the implementation of a new scientific and
pedagogical culture were to be eradicated, and this extended,
paradoxically, to the main antagonists ofAristotelian thought.
After much persecution the House of Necessidades was closed
down.

This coincided with a project to create in Lisbon the College of
Nobles, aiming at the education ofaristocrats. The college, found
ed in 1761 but started up five years later, was part of Pombal's
project of education reform. In spite ofpolitical patronage to the
foundation of the College of Nobles and of the hire of an Italian
professor, Giovanni Dalla Bella (1730-1823), from Padova, and
the creation ofa Cabinet for Experimental Physics, the projectwas
unsuccessful. All of the equipment was transferred in 1773 to
Coimbra to equip the new Cabinet in what was then a Jesuit Col
lege (Fig. 5). Dalla Bella also moved to Coimbra.

.... Fig. 5: The "Coh§gio de Jesus;where the Physics Cabinet of tt
University of Coimbra was installed in 1772. Nowadays is the pli .
of the Physics Museum and the Natural History Museum.

Already in 1772 the School of Philosophy of the University of
Coimbra had been created, so the Cabinet found a natural home
there. The new school of Philosophy complemented a new school
of Mathematics, with students attending both. The value and
modernity of the Cabinet was recognized (it was said to be big
ger than that in the University of Padova) as one of the most
relevant accomplishments ofPombal's reformation ofthe Univer
sity.

The promoters of the new teaching system condemned the
"miserable" Jesuit teachingsystem. Its stagnant tradition included
the prohibition of the works of Galileo, Descartes, and Newton
from the College of Arts of Coimbra, according to a determina
tion of the Dean of that college in 1746.

The new syllabus ofExperimental Physics was in line with that
ofthe best European schools. The Physices Elementa, in three vol
umes (1789/1790), written in Latin by Dalla Bella, was one of the
first works arising from the Reformation ofthe University (Fig. 6:
the digital version is in http://www.fis.uc.pt/museu/dbella/
dallabellaindex.html) .

The transformation of the educational system was to lead Por
tugal out ofits isolation from the scientific development ofthe rest
of Europe. The role of D. Francisco de Lemos, Brazilian-born
assistant bishop ofCoirnbra,was crucial. A protege ofPombal, he
had studied Canonic Law at the University. In 1770 he was
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IfHis Majesty... promotes these ideas, the establishment ofNat
ural Philosophy will be perfect and therefore the Kingdom and
the Landlords will manifest the richness which was deposited by
Nature; and therefore industry will have large material to exer
cise; and therefore new branches of trade will be formed; and
therefore new arts, new manufactures and newfactories will be
created; and the existent ones will be perfected.

~ Fig. 7:The Chinese magnet
of the Physics Cabinet consists
of a large block of lodestone
weighing 12 kg. Its precise
origin Is unknown, although
tradition says that it came from
China as a gift from the
Chinese Emperor to the
Portuguese King D.Joao V.

Avisit to Coimbra
The Physics Museum of the University of Coimbra, whose
premises are in the original building of the Physics Cabinet,
impresses the visitor with not only the scientific but also the artis
tic value of its 0 bjects. The building, originally the College of
Jesus, was reconstructed from 1773 to 1777. Just in front oHt there
is a building originally projected to be a Chemical Laboratory
probably the first building in the world which was constructed for
such a purpose.

The Physics Museum shows a permanent exhibition of scien
tific and didactic instruments from the 18th and 19th centuries in
two rooms and an old lecture theatre, which maintains its original
atmosphere. In one of the rooms is a recreation of the Physics
Cabinet of the late eighteenth
century, showing some instru
ments which are unique (Fig. 7).
In the second room, many
instruments from the 19th centu
ry, mainly from the first quarter,

.. Fig. 6;The"Physices Elementa"
of the Italian Giovanni Dalla Bella.
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appointed Rector and two years
later Reformer of the University
of Coimbra, In his "General
Report on the Status of the Uni
versity" Francisco de Lemos
clearly expressed the need for a
modern course of Philosophy, in
order to keep up with interna
tional trends and be able to
contribute to new knowledge.

The Reformer expressed
very clearly his opinion on the influence the university should
have in the country's development. According to him, the study
of the sciences should contribute to a better knowledge of natur
al wealth, bringing new resources to industry and trade. The
experimental teaching should bring the development ofnew arts
and factories. In the above mentioned Report, he wrote:

It was imperative to invest in the area of Natural Philosophy.
The examples of the other states must be followed. Besides Dalla
Bella, the Italian Domingos Vandelli was hired as teacher at the
newPhilosophySchool. Pombal travelled to Coimbra to supervise
the reformation of the university, to which new buildings and
equipment were given. An Astronomical Observatory and a
Chemical Laboratory were established, together with the cre
ation of the Cabinet of Experimental Physics at the Philosophy
School.

The University's Statutes of 1772 stated that:

complete the exhibition. The collection should be a place ofpil
grimage for the modern European physicist.

Although the latter part of the 19th century is today seen as a
period of decline from such glorious beginnings, Coimbra con
tinued to acquire state-of-the-artinstrurnents from abroad. A few
years ago, the European Physical Society sponsored a visit by
experts to help identify those items and encourage their conser
vation. This has now been accomplished, and visitors can also
view the later collection, in the reserves, by appointment.

.........................................................................................................................
...students should not only observe the execution ofthe experi
ments with which the truths, known until thepresent momentare
demonstrated, but also acquire the habit ofmaking them with
the sagacity and skill required ofthe Explorers ofNature.

The Cabinet was to show the purpose ofExperimental Physics,
its origin and its progress, and the experimental method.

The Physics Cabinet was equipped with six hundred items.
Most were made in Portugal but many were ordered from manu
facturers of international repute-George Adams, Benjamin
Martin, John Dollond, Edward Nairne, Edward Culpeper, Francis
Watkins, James Champnes, etc. Each instrument had a specific
conception consistent with the syllabus of Dalla Bella as laid out
in Physices Element. Between the foundation of the Physics Cabi
net and the approval of Dalla Bella's book, the adopted textbook
and guide to the construction of the Cabinet was Musschen
broek's Introductio adphilosophiam naturalem. Dalla Bella's book
followed that ofMusschenbroeck in many respects.

Unfortunately the glow ofthe enlightenment in the secondhalf
of the 18th century soon faded in Portugal, and the 19th century
was a period of decline. But that is another story...
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Aconversation with
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes
Interview by George Morrison and Etienne Guyon

At the end ofJune 2002, in the superbly renovated setting ofthe
venerable College de France, two scientific days were organ

ised to celebrate the many and varied scientific contributions of
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes on his retirement from 26 years of direc
torship of the Ecole Superieure de Physique et Chimie de Paris, the
school where Pierre and Marie Curie had carried out their work
on radioactivity. Four half-day sessions were devoted to each of
the locations where de Gennes had worked: Saclay, where he
made his initial research with Abragam on magnetism after
studies at Ecole normale superieure; Orsay, where he developed his
theoretical interest in superconductivity and liquid crystals,while
at the same time setting up important experimental 'groups'; the
College de France, where he is still professor and where he set up
the internationally recognised laboratory on soft condensed
matter, in particular on polymers; and, finally, ESPCI, which has
recently seen the addition ofbiology to its traditional teaching in
physics and chemistry and where much ofhis distinctive teaching
style was initiated and given its expression.

This then was the opportunity to interviewhim in the informal
and free style which is his hallmark and to share some of his
provocative, even sometimes contentious, thinking and reflec
tions on a life in physics.

'Low energy' physics and chemistryare less and less distinct domains:
do you think that the research structures properly adapt themselves
to this situation?
I certainly see the necessity of blending physics and chemistry
together. I get very nervous when I hear, for instance, a young
theorist talking about a certain material with no idea ofhowithas
been made, either industrially or in the laboratory. In this way he
may miss some very important features, for instance a distribu
tion of lengths in a polymer which creates a significant signature
in some mechanical properties.

One should also have a certain vision ofwhat are the chemical
tools and chemical abilities. Ifyou propose a new object, a new
form ofmatter, you should know whether itwill be hard to make,
will be a long, tedious chemical process or a relatively traditional
synthesis? Will it be cheap or expensive? For these reasons we
need a working relation between physics and chemistry. This
existed in the past. People as abstract as Wigner knew about the
colour of this or that crystal in nature. He knew about real mate
rials although his world was very different. It's a good example.

Do you think chemists should have some physics knOWledge?
Yes, and I tried to do this at the Ecole de Physique et Chimie. We
want chemists who work with a purpose and who will understand
the purpose. People have builtbeautiful molecules just for the aes
thetics. I think we must go beyond that and aim at some
interesting properties. A good example was when we were in the
queue at the Orsay cafeteria with a visiting American professor,
Bob Meyer, from Harvard.We were discussing smectics, an inter
esting form ofliquid crystals; Bob came out with the notion that
ifwe looked at tilted smectics and added on chiral molecules with
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a definite chirality, then they should show a ferroelectric moment,
we would have a liquid ferroelectric. This idea is beautiful; we
went back to the laboratory after lunch and talked to the chemists.
Six weeks later they had produced the first liquid ferroelectric. It's
very important that chemists have a precise aim, and know the
links between property and structure.

So along the same lines,would you think that one should reconsider
the way physics and chemistry are taught, not only at university but
leading up to it?

I am deeply unhappy about two courses in the standard teaching
of chemistry in France. One course is chemical thermodynamics
that is taught in an utterly boring way. It gives you an education
that is useful only for some very rare purposes. If one is interest
ed in gas reactions in rockets, then possibly thermodynamics
would be needed, but if one is a synthetic chemist in organic
chemistry, or in bio-chemistry, then the interesting question is
finding a good catalytic system, a good solvent medium, and that
is utterly different. On the other hand, the chemical message on
thermodynamics is often transmitted in such a way that it does
not give a good feeling about concepts such as entropy, chemical
potential and the basics of electro-chemistry. So I have been
complaining about the teaching of thermodynamics.

The second case is the nature ofthe chemical bond. Again I'm
thinking specifically ofFrance,where the poor young students get
overloaded with complicated orbitals, and 'cookbook recipes'
aboutwhich orbital is better and so on. The real principles ofwhat
makes a chemical bond are mainly lost. Apart from some excep
tions, these things are taught with far too much formalism and far
too little insight. It can be a pure delight to teach chemists byjust
keeping major ideas and dropping a lot ofjunk.

I am also struggling here to make the course of quantum
mechanics for physicists simpler. I find it far too complicated
because most of my students will go on to work in companies
where they only need a simple culture in quantum mechanics,not
the details of perturbation theory.

I have been trying to reduce and simplify the physics taught to
first year students. About two years ago I realised that we were
forcing far too much on them. They had to learn not only the
basics in quantum mechanics, statistical physics, organic chem
istry and an introduction to biology (our four major items), but
also a little bit of mathematics and computer science, and on top
of that to take other courses such as telecommunications-a
beautiful course,but highly specialised; there is no reason to over
load the first year with it.

You make very clear your concern for education but, perhaps surpris
ingly, for a theoretician, you are known to be especially concerned
with experimental training. Should one be surprised at this?
Personally I'm frightfully clumsy. I tried to do semiconductor
physics for one year when I was twenty and I barely survived. I
was pulling out germanium crystals in a hydrogen atmosphere
and the hydrogen did not explode in my year-it exploded the
year after, with fortunately no casualties. I have been consistently
very poor in experimentation but at least I have learned one thing
through a very nice, nearly accidental happening. I was in a train
ing system that included physics, chemistry and biology and they
sent me for a short period to a marine biology laboratory. There,
for the first time in my life, I learned to look at things. For
instance, to look for a certain little animal that is a little bit rare, a
variety of scorpion, or something like that, to grab it without
damaging it and put it in a little droplet of paraffin wax. Then,
with a very simple magnifying glass to look at it and two needles
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to open it, I had to draw all that I saw. This was a major moment of
my education. I really thank the people who sent me there.

But why are you promoting experimental training?

I found my experience in the laboratory so traumatic that I con
cluded that theory is the easier part of the physicist's game! If I
take a typical group in our soft matter activity, what will be the
composition of such a group? There will be something like 4 or
5 permanent research people. One may be in
optics, one may be in electronics, another
may be in atomic force microscopy, then
there would be one or two graduate students
and halfa theoretician. I would say the opti
mum ratio is around 0.5 theoretician for a
group 5 to 10 people. This really works. You
need this small fraction of a theoretician; not
only to help to understand things or to ask for
new experiments but often to act as a busy-bee,
that hops from group to group transferring ideas
which very often the groups would not have
exchanged so freely. I'm convinced that we need
theory but not in large doses and preferably not
as a closed club. I am very worried bywhat I
call the 'chess club attitude' where you have
beautiful chess problems and it's a delight for
all members to enjoy these remarkable solu
tions, but this chess world is such a closed
world. Myinstinct is to avoid the chess dub.

So does this mean that you are unhappy with
the training situation at high school level?

Absolutely, but I would distinguish here
the situation in Latin countries and the
Nordic countries. The Latin countries
have had from ancient times, probably
from the Roman Empire, an education
where we define principles and after that
we go to general laws, theorems, and
possibly at the very end of the course a
few applications are mentioned, very
late in the process. This is not only true in
science it is true in everything. Why did 'we' have
the French Revolution? It resulted from this typical
theoretical attitude, while the British at the same
time were intelligently having the Industrial Revo
lution. We have an intrinsic weakness which comes
from our Latin education.

Something that is happening in Britain, and I under
stand that it is the same in France, is the decline in
student numbers entering physics, chemistry, and engi
neering. How would you attempt to arrest it-or should
one just leave it to market forces?

I am worried. This really brings us to the problem of
the public attitude to science, because young people,
in deciding at high school whether to take a scientific
direction, are very influenced by what they see and hear. Now
what they see is a strong criticism of science. The ecology move
ment is mostly built on elementary school teachers and high
school teachers. This is reflected in the way that our children tend
to see, for instance, chemistry as something that is very aggressive,
dangerous, explosive, poisonous and so on. They don't perceive
the real problems and the real goals.
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An example that I often use is glass. For the French general
public, glass is one ofthe most clean, beautiful products ofnature
and should be respected as such. Now if you look at the actual
facts, to make glass you need a lot of energy, far more than in
making plastic. In addition, a classical glass factory has a huge
oven where kerosene is burnt to provide the high melting tem
perature; it is burnt in air and you make nitrogen oxides by the

ton. These nitrogen oxides have polluted the lowervalley
ofthe Seine for around 50 years. The public doesn't per
ceive that.

This is a good example because the wise reaction is
clearly not to say "Oh, I have discovered that glass is
bad so I won't buy glass", the good reaction is to think
how can I improve on the process. Now for that par
ticular problem the solution has been found by
intelligent efforts in physics and chemistry. The trick
is based on new methods that allow the separation
of oxygen from nitrogen at a low price. This
changes the future of glass factories. To improve
the situation, the good reaction was to do more
science, not less.The public doesn't perceive that.

Another factor is pointed out by teachers who
are involved just before entry to our Ecole
(which is two years after high school); they
teach basic mathematics and physics, etc. They

say that the French system has slipped and now, rough
ly ten years after the beginning of the slip, the students
at the same nominal level have integrated oneyear less of
culture than before.
A third aspect is that our civilisation is growing up in

front of screens. Children spend a large part of their life
in this way, making them very passive in a certain sense.
In front of a computer screen they receive far too much
information without really digesting it. Theyhave on the
Web an immense capacityfor finding data on anysubject,
but their reaction is to zap from one topic to another, not
in any depth. The big difference is that they're not taking

notes, and that probablymakes for a serious crisis.
In France we have had this beautiful effort in ele
mentary schools, initiated by Georges Charpak,
that tries to show simple experiments to the
teachers and students, giving them practice at
observation and experimentation. On the other
hand, the teachers come from special units called
IUPM (Institut Universitaire de Formation des
Maitres). In these, the part devoted to physics is
diminishing. The strong emphasis is on what
they call didactics, a purely formal educational
part that mixes in a little bit ofthe psychology of
group action, and so on. And the net result is
zero!

Can we move on to your own personal style of
physics? You have the reputation of being a'fash
ion maker' in creating new approaches on

classical subjects with a strong interaction between physics,
chemistry, mechanics, etc. What new, possibly open, subjects do you
envisage today for yourself?

I have been interested in glues for a number ofyears. It is an inter
esting and delicate topic because glues are really a mixture ofmany
sciences-physics, chemistry, and mechanics. The inventions usual
ly came from the chemists, the measurements from the mechanics,
and the physicists are beginning to present a simple view on how a
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glue works-which is important because up until recently it was
cookbook recipes. Nowwe begin to have generallines ofthought to
present to students so that if they are facing a new situation where
no recipe is available, they can construct their own proposal. That's
the ambition,butwe should stillbeveryhumble about ourprogress.
We have helped to understand what I would call 'soft glues' , for
instancematerials which are tacky, used inbookbinding, shoebind
ing, etc. On the other hand the strong glues like epoxy glues that we
buyin the supermarket, I don't understand them yet

I am very impressedby the chemical imagination. The example
that I often quote are 'anaerobic glues' for metals. They are
adjusted so that they will polymerize only if they are in contact
with a metal. Only put in the position where you want them to
glue, will they start action. That's really beautiful chemistry.

Now we are trying to shift to cellular adhesion-adhesion
between living cells. This is a very different world because these
are extremely fragile and the tools of measurement are different.
Even the concepts turn out to be somewhat different. In standard
adhesion the basic concept is the energy required to separate one
surface from another-the energy per net area. However in these
new systems,very often what is measured is a force-how much
you have to use force to extract this protein from its receptor pro
tein. I've been struggling for the last few months to reconcile the
two views. Sometimes the situation needs one, sometimes the
other, and of course, as usual in science,you need to improvise. It's
just at the beginning but I've found it amusing.

Another example happened on a visit to Allied Chemicals in
New Jersey. They said to us, "We have a little problem about poly
mers. We want to put polymers in solution. It's hard, it takes time.
We know that ifwe start from a fine powder itworks a little better,
but how much grinding should we do?" I'm a typical Latin and I
say,"This goes back to 'obvious' principles. It's a diffusion problem
of a solvent in a polymer, etc:' The Americans are very polite,
they answer, "Sir, it is not exactly as simple as you think-there is
this experiment, and that experiment, and it can't be described
simply in these terms:'. We go back home very humbly, we talk
together and come back six months later with a model which is
much more interesting, where you superpose the effects ofsolvent
diffusion with the effects of polymers which disentangle at the
same time. In naive terms you have the two things happening.
Then you come up with what we have called the 'magic length',
and you conclude that ifyou have a finer and finer powder there is
a magic size at which you should stop, that nothing is gained by
going below this size. But at the start this was a very humble
industrial problem-how best do we dissolve this material?

I like this example because the startingpoint is really modest,but
afterwards the whole theoryofcouplingbetween mechanical stress
and concentration fluctuations in polymer solutions was started
and has been helpful for many things.

For some time you have favoured a style of group works (on super
CQ.nductivity, liquid crystals, polymers, etc.) even sometimes
publications where there were no individual names. Would you rec
ommend this approach today with all the emphasis on individual
research assessment?
It was easier in the days when we worked on superconductivity, or
on liquid crystals, because the career problems were very easily
solved. We could publish major papers as a group, without names,
but we would still maintain the short paper, the letter, showing a
new effect with the name of the person who invented it. We could
still defend careers but we could have major review papers signed
by the group as a whole, which I reallyliked. Itwould be harder now
because the competition is harder and people are tense.
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France is not the worst for this. I find the situation in the U.S. is
not brilliant in this respect: you have theseyoung assistant profes
sors and they want tenure. What is the result? They take too
many students because they want too many things; they publish
too much, too hastily; and they fight each other like mad. This is
a weakness in the American system. The French system at least
has this little channel-the CNRS-where you can give perma
nent positions to very good young people and this avoids the
tension. Also it allows them to risk an experiment which has a
strong probability of failing, but ifitworks itwill be a great exper
iment-you do it better when you are not anxious. So in this
particular respect I think our French system is sound. However,
there are many other weaknesses in the French system!

What about the work you have been doing to promote the young
people in these groups?

That came very naturally. When we started on superconductivity
with Etienne Guyon, for something like 18 months I couldn't sleep
very well. There I was, a theorist, knowing nothing about experi
ments. I had these 4 or 5 young boys, and I had the impression
that they would never get a PhD.... nothing worked! Fortunately,
because Etienne had also done some theory, he went to Cam
bridge, gave a good talk, and in return got a recipe to make
tunnel junctions. Suddenly we could make them too-and our
programme started! Little things like that! But there were really
tense moments.

Images are known to be very important in your work and, listening to
you, you are continually using images in the way you describe
things. How would one encourage this? ,(sit important just for a the
oretician, or for a physicist in general?

I think it's important for a physicist in general because it's a way of
conveying messages. I mentioned how I learned about making
rapid detailed drawings-that was a good education. I still like to
sketch, as you can see from the pictures on my office walls.

Some fifteen years ago we were interested in polymer adsorp
tion. This we described for manyyears byformal theories leading
to scaling laws, etc., but we didn't have a simple image to give to
the students. After many years we came up with one drawing
which summarised adsorption, and from that, not only could we
explain things to the students in a very few words, we could invent
new problems! This is a case where I really saw the power of an
image. But the image came ten years after the formal theory!

When I worked with Charles Kittel, in Berke1ey as a post doe,
he was amazingly good at images like this, and he taught me a lot.
He had a beautiful way of explaining things in one sketch.

I've had a very recent experience. Two weeks ago in St. Peters
burg at a polymer meeting, an old friend talked to me about a
tricky problem of chains that have a random sequence ofA or B,
and A hates B. There is 50% A and 50% B, so what do they do?
My friend described a clever thing which he had done with only
two chains in contact-in theory-where by sliding them along
each other, he had found regions of ,happiness' and others not.
Then he asked "How would we transform this into a vision in the
real three-dimensional case?" First I played it down and I said,
"This is probably a case where you can use the random phase
approximation together with replica techniques..."-the typical
armory of a theorist, and I departed.

Fortunately, sitting on a bench in a beautiful St. Petersburg
avenue I had time to think. Suddenly it dawned on me that I can
essentially do this in one sketch. Having done this I found what I
now call 'weak segregation', a completely unusual form of
segregation in polymers which can be described very simply.
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Travelling back, I write it up on the plane, I arrive back and visit
my troops, Ludwik Leibler in this case. Ludwik says "Ha! This is
amusing. We worked on this in 1992 and here is the formal
answer:' He had a beautiful formal paper that contained impor
tant results, but it was impossible from it to really guess what
would be this form ofweak segregation, although all the artillery
was there. So I'm constantly insisting: you need the artillery, but
you also need to withdraw from it and look again.

Moving on to the funding of research, do you think it should be con
centrated on areas of strength or should areas be considered on
their merit?
I'm worried about the notion of areas of strength because usually
these are decided bypeople in ministries who have averyschemat
ic view and often just repeat what they've heard. I'm fully in favour
of nano-sciences but the 'nano-excitation' goes beyond limits
because there is an echo through the French administration.

I am a very strong defender of small science as opposed to
large science. For instance, I have been fighting against the new
French Synchrotron. I have been in favour of a High Flux reac
tor and a Synchrotron in Grenoble but I was not tempted to
have a second source in France. One of the reasons I can explain
simply. In the early days I found these reactors were useful not
only for the direct science produced but also for their cultural
influence. At that time, France was very uninstructed in physics;
people would come from their remote universities and spend up
to a year at the reactor and learn all the contemporary physics
very efficiently. Now that important cultural role has disap
peared. Even in the smallest French university you can have a
decent education in the physics of our days so there is not the
same motivation.

So why were you not in favour of the new synchrotron?

I see little groups striving for little funds and ifwe build huge
laboratories we will kill a large number of these. I also see the
industrial aspect. I'm much more interested in helping young
people who build start-up companies than in building a big
machine. Last month, three brilliant inventors came to me for
advice on ideas for new products. One was microlenses where
you can modulate the focal length by an electronic field on a
droplet of liquid. This could have an enormous market with the
next generation of mobile phones which have a little camera
transmitting images. Another, which I like very much, was hav
ing a can ofbeer where you press a button and it cools in three
minutes. There are a number of competing teams-this particu
lar team started with a man from Saclay,who had left to build his
own little company and is now associated with Heineken. I real
ly enjoyed talking to him. When I see that sort of imagination
I'm much more tempted to stimulate that than to subsidise the
Synchrotron.
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From the examples you give, it doesn't seem that you're concerned
with possible short-termism in the funding of science.

I am concerned with short-termism in industry: we have had this
big change in financial matters some 10-15 years ago when sud
denly shareholders took power over the large industries. Now the
power is really in the hands of these major shareholders who are
only interested in three-year research, nothing longer than that.
That means that there are large sectors where we cannot use the
inventiveness that is present. I think it is verybad not onlyfor sci
ence but for the companies also. In this short-term operation they
essentially only work on improving their products according to
the demands of their customers rather than thinking of the
future. This defensive attitude is dangerous.

How important do you consider is the European dimension in Science?

In our field we have always exchanged freely with the Western
world. At one time we didn't exchange so much with Russian
groups (certainly in my case, because I refused to go to the Soviet
Union as long as itwas the SovietUnion). It is now improving,but
there are still a lot ofthings to do. One ofmy dreams, I don't know
whether I will have time to achieve it, is to establish a strong sum
mer school for the Balkan countries because there is excellent
fertile ground there. The high school education is not bad, the
people are very eager to work but they are often faced with science
that is a little 'dusty'-a bit too classical. Ifwe had a one month
summer school where we could attract some good students and
put them in front of active lecturers we could do a lot for these
countries at a very low price.

On the narrower question of where one publishes, should European
publications be under the responsibility of their learned societies, in
an attempt to balance the dominant position in publishing of the APS
and the AlP?

I had one personal experience 3-4 years ago. I became conscious
of the fact that there should be a European journal on soft mat
ter. But ifwe didn't do something fast, some commercial editor in
the U.S. would, and we would lose the opportunity. I worked on
various possibilities and ultimately we established a European
journal of soft matterwith some physics and some chemistry.We
wanted to have it as a joint action of the chemical and the physi
cal societies. This didn't work for stupid reasons because the
chemical society (at least in France) was connected to one com
mercial editor and the physical society to another. The Americans
show us that you can have a thriving publishing industry that is
entirely public. So I'm not too happy to see this soft matter jour
nal operatedby a private company,but it's better ,than nothing. I'm
just happy that the journal exists, presenting a good view of soft
matter physics in Europe.

It's a specific response.

I like to start offwith examples.
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Can we return to the problem ofthe general suspicion of science and
scientists by the public? As you know, in Britain they attempt to
address this with the so-called Public Understanding of Science (PUS)
initiative. Do you have ideas on how to improve the situation?
We have a lecture series planned at the Espace des Sciences at
ESPCI and this serves several functions. One function is copied
from the British Royal Institution with the lecturers speaking in
the evening. Our specificity, compared with the other sites here in
Paris, will be to have real experiments with each talk, the same as at
the Royal Institution. Function two will be to show some spec
tacular experiments to the public using our students here as the
presenters of the experiments. There is a little architectural trick
that I like too. The Espace des Sciences has some low windows
which open onto the street, and people walking in the street will
be able to see the experiments. I think that's a clever move towards
the public. Lastbut not least is the important initiative of Charpak
directed towards improving the state of physics in elementary
schools and among school teachers. The Espace des Sciences will
provide a meeting place for teachers and scientists.

I would also like to raise the fluency ofour students in English.
When I arrived here I imposed a rule that if the students did not
attain a certain level of English at the end of their studies, even if
they had excellent marks in all the sciences, they would not get
their degrees. The first year the students laughed and said,
"Impossible! I'm so good in, for example, chemistry that they
won't kick me out." Okay, the first year we had to enforce it,
painfully in some cases, and after the second year they under
stood. My dream is to have students who are able to present one
year's work with maybe two transparencies, in 10 minutes, in Eng
lish, to a broad public. If I can achieve that I will be happy.

The last few years have witnessed an upsurge of concern for the
under-representation of women in physics culminating in the IUPAP
conference: 'Women in Physics' that was held in Paris in March last
year [EPN 33/3]. How do you view this concern?
In soft matter we are very happy because the contrast is much
less striking than in other disciplines. For instance, in our labora
tory in the College de France we have roughly a 50:50 balance of
males and females, and the two directors thatwe have had over the
past 15 years have both been women.

I have also been working on aproject that is difficult to operate,
but nice. This is a collaborative project of UNESCO and r:Oreal
(the large French cosmetic company) in which theyhave decided to
establish a Prize for Women, one woman in each continent
(Africa,Asia, etc.). Theystarted it in biology 2-3 years ago, and now
they are extending it to condensed matter physics plus chemistry. I
accepted to launch the thing as the president of the jury. I've found
it veryhard work but it is now underway. In the biology sector, as
well as giving prizes, UNESCO and rOreal also give grants. I think
the grant system is much more powerful. But probably we need
both because prizes give an image. I hope we can contribute in a
small way to this. It is not easy to collect the right candidates.

Perhaps ifone does see more women going into the sciences it could
help to address the problem of the general public's suspicion of sci
ence and scientists.

Yes, I agree.

Howdoyouviewtheroleofphysicsinthedevelopmentofthelifesdences?
Firstly, we have to be very modest. I have seen premature attempts
that were failures. I've seen many examples where physical scien
tists were too pompous, claiming that they came with the truth,
and the others justhad to sit and listen. Then there was abacklash!
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My attitude here is very much the opposite. Ifyou get into a
biological problem,you have to become a student again and study
it for three years. After which youhave reached a graduate student
level and you can begin to participate in seminars and possibly
propose ideas. Butyou need this long,humble trainingbefore you
can do anything.With people who accept that, I am happy.

Secondly, we should carefully distinguish between physics and
applied physics. For instance, in studying protein structures
there is very useful applied physics, where you look at the struc
tures either by diffraction or bynuclear resonance. But it's not real
physical research, it's applying techniques to an interesting prob
lem. This requires a very special type of mind, a very different
type ofmind from the physicist whom we are used to educating.

Globally indeed biology is interesting and it's moving fast, and
there are thousands ofproblems to be tackled.

You have thought for a long time that physics and chemistry could be
taught together, but it has not been the case for physics and biology,
I have fought for 12 years here with my administration (the City
Council of Paris) to get biology into this school. And I got it, ulti
mately. I don't claim that my students have a very broad view of
biology but they have been introduced to it and they have more
snappy reactions, even if they do not work in biology.An example
which I often quote is: suppose we suddenly discover a particular
metal in the periodic table, that we may<:all X, which has notbeen
exploited. Now, the chemist will look at the periodic table and say
''Xlooks verymuchlikeY. Let's lookat the miningforY, andmaybe
in these ores we'll find X:' That's a good reaction-but that's not
enough. In our time, a good chemistry student will say"not only
will we look at the ores but we'll look also at the bacterial colonies
on the site, and maybe some bacterial colonies for some mysteri
ous reason will have decided to select X and notY. Ifso we can use
thaf' It is a trivial example, but I thinkwe need such a reaction.

I was quite surprised on checking back, that it was as long ago as
1991 that you were awarded your Nobel Prize.And listening and talk
ing to you, it's quite clear that you have taken it in your stride
without it changing you much. But it would also be interesting to
know, if one may ask, what it has meant personally for you?
Two comments here. I was lucky to get the Nobel Prize at a rather
ripe old age. I didn't get giddy about it, whereas I have seen some
brilliant individuals who were so entrancedby the glory that they
got lost to science.

In everyday life the prize brings more work-one or two hours
more per day. This is because one gets an enormous number of
requests for advice. Sometimes these requests are very technical,
like the 'cool beer can', but sometimes they are not technical at all,
just requests from people who want to have you on their side in a
cause. Very often you don't know enough about the cause, you are
hesitant and it takes time to form an opinion. I've seen friends and
colleagues who were too willing to become involved in every cause.
That is a danger too. You have to do a lot of filtering and you have
to do it yourself. You have to perceive each human case separately.

You also get a number of'crackpot cases'. The difficult cases are
those that are just at the limit of being inventive and being com
pletely'crackpot'! These are often hard to respond to and
sometimes take a lot of time-you have to give a long answer. The
prize takes up a lot of time. That's my general conclusion.

ram afraid that we too have given you two hours of additional work!
We can only thank you for what has been a most interesting and
thought-provoking experience.
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The secrets of
Framework 6 proposals
Sean McCarthy, Hyperion Ltd.,Co-Cork, Ireland
..................................................................................

A ll over Europe researchers are preparing proposals for the
European Union's Research and Development programme

(known as Framework 6). Researchers start by studying the
workprogrammes (scientific priorities) and then they study the
documentation on CORDIS (www.cordis.lu) needed to submit
the proposals. This documentation is very comprehensive. After
20 years of designing and implementing these programmes the
European Commission has prepared avery complete set ofguide
lines and websites to support proposal writers. Some researchers
seem to master these guidelines and procedures and other
researchers have difficulty understanding what is expected in the
proposals. This article presents some of the secrets of the Euro
pean Union Framework programmes. It is based on the author's
involvement in European Union R&D programmes since 1980
(and his involvement in over 150 proposals and 60 contracts).

The Players in European Union R&D Programmes
Before discussing the secrets of Framework 6 proposals it is first
necessary to understand the background to these programmes
and the main players involved. The Member States of the Euro
pean Union first come together and they prepare a Treaty. This
describes the areas where they wish to cooperate. These topics
include Energy, Agriculture, Transport etc. Article 163 of the
Treaty describes how the Member States will work together in
Research and Development. Following this the Institutions of the
European Union prepare Policies. Examples include Agricultural
Policy, Enterprise Policy, Regional Policy and Social Policy. To
implement these policies the European Union has two'instru
ments'-Legislation and Funding Programmes.

Figure 1: The Players in the Framework 6 Programme

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the different players in
Framework 6. Research Policy is first prepared between the Polit
ical Institutions (Council of Ministers and the European
Parliament) and the European Commission (civil servants).
When the policy is agreed the European Commission implements
its Research Policy through the Framework 6 Programme. The
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important point here is that the topics in Framework 6 are politi
cal priorities. It is essential that researchers are familiar with
these background documents before theystartwriting proposals.
Examples of the background policies for the priorities in Frame
work 6 can be found on www.hyperion.ie/fp6websites.htm
Secret 1: You never go to Brussels looking for money for your
research. You only go there to help the Europan Commission solve
a problem that THEY have identified.

Your proposed research must be designed to solve European
problems identified in European Union policies. For example the
aim of the ED Information Technology Policy is to establish
Europe as the world leader in Information Technologies by 2010.
The European Commission has published an action plan titled
the eEurope Action Plan. This is the background policy document
for the Information Society Programme in Framework 6. In the
Programme on Food Safety the background policydocurn.ent is
the White Paper on Food Safety.

Secret 2: Educate the Evaluator (with facts and figures)
Researchers must understand the difference between a Frame
work 6 proposal and a scientific paper. When a scientific paper is
submitted to a journal the content of the document is scientific
only and it is reviewed by scientific experts in the field. In the case
of Framework 6 proposals the content is scientific, political, eco
nomic, social and it also has a comprehensive management
section. The different evaluators will have scientific, economic and
political backgrounds. It is essential that you educate all of the
evaluators (with fact and figures) by answering very important
questions (that are not in the proposal!).

1. Why bother? (i.e. what European problem are you trying to
solve?)

2. Is it important at a European Level?
3. Why do you have to develop this? Is there a product or service

already on the market?
4. Why now? (Why did it have to wait until now?)
5. Could you transfer the technologies from another sector e.g.

space
6. What background do you have that shows you have the skills to

do this?

The following table is an example from a proposal that received
5/5 for economic relevance.

T Table 1: Improved Performance of Plastics with 3.5% Nano
additive Loading

Performance P:ii{o~h:fs Improvement____1.1------

Tensile Strength 100-700%
Flexural Modulus 50-300%
Thermal Stability 30-80%
Gas Permeability Reduction 10-40%
Heat Release Rate Reduction 60-80%

One ofthe best training courses on ProposalWriting is to become
an evaluator of Framework 6 proposals. To do this you first have
to putyour name and details ofyour expertise in the expert data
base on http://emmfp6.cordis.lu

Secret 3: Lobbying or Briefing?
Lobbying is an American concept. In Brussels it is better to
describe the process as 'Briefing'. To understand the Lobbying
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(or briefing) process we refer to Figure 1. First someone must
'brief' the politicians on the importance of the research topic e.g.
Food Safety. Someone must then 'brief' the European Commis
sion to ensure that the specific research topics are included in the
work-programme ofFramework 6. Eventually the scientists must
be briefed on the political background to the priorities of Frame
work 6. This briefing process is done through Conferences
IEvaluations IAssessments IStudies IHigh Level Groups I etc. The
process is extremely transparent and the European Commission
continuously advertises these activities on its Cordis News ser
vices (www.cordis.lu).

It is important that researchers are involved in these activities
as it gives them a thorough understanding of the background to
the different topics in the programmes. It also means that when
you are setting up a consortium it is important to have partners
who have been active in this 'briefing' process. Examples of the
'Expert Groups' can be found on:
www.hyperion.ie/framework6websites.htm

Secret 4: From Framework 4 to Framework 5to Framework 6
Framework 4 concentrated on the development of advanced sci
ence and technologies. e.g. The Development ofa Sensor to
Monitor Hydrocarbons in Water.

Framework 5 focussed on developing scientific and technology
solutions to important EU problems. e.g. The Development ofa
Hydrocarbon MonitoringSensor to assist water companies in meet
ing the requirements ofthe EU Water Framework Directive.

Framework 6 involves bringing together the best scientists in
Europe to solve big problems with technology. The Development
ofTechnical Platforms and Standards to improve the Quality of
Drinking Water in Europe (in accordance with Water Framework.
Directive).

In Framework 6 the single most important task in preparing a
proposal is selecting the best possible partners. These would
include scientists already active in EU R&D contracts, members of
standards committees, members of EU 'expert panels'. The rele
vant websites can be found on:
www.hyperion.ie/framework6websites.htm

Secret 5: European Documentation for Research Proposals
Every question in the proposal has a history. The Framework 6
guidelines are very good at telling you what they want. They are
not good at telling you why they want the information.

Background to the questions in the proposal.Again refer to fig
ure 1. The European Commission is obliged by legislation to
regularly report the progress of the Framework Programmes to
the European Parliament. They do this through Annual Monitor
ing Reports (http://www.cordis.lu/fp5/monitoringl ),5-Year
Assessment Reports (http://www.cordis.lu/fp5/panels.htm ) and
External Advisory Group Reports (http://europa.eu.int/comm/
research/fp5/eag.html). In addition to this the European Com
mission has established a high level advisory group called
EURAB (European Research Advisory Board) (http://
europa.eu.intlcomm/researchleurab/index3n.html ) The recom
mendations of these 'Expert Groups' have to be implemented.
This is why the rules change so often. .
Examples:

• The next Framework Programme must be firmly based on the
twin pillars ofscientific excellence and economic and social rele
vance. 5-Year Assessment (1997)
Relevance can be derived from forward-looking analysis oftech
nologies (foresight studies). The role ofthe IRC IPTS (www.jrc.es)
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is worth examining in this connection. 5-YearAssessment (1997)
Impact assessment should become one ofthe most importantele
ments ofevaluation. 5-Year Assessment (2000)

The above websites are essential reading for all proposal writers
(and advisors) in Framework 6.

Secret 6: Focus on Deliverables, Users and Routes for
Exploitation
Excellent science is the most important part of any Framework 6
proposaL However, this on its own is not enough. During the
preparation of Framework 6 EUy Plooij-Van Gorsel Member of
the European Parliament said in an interview in European Par
liament Magazine (February 2002) "Europe is very good at
transferring euros into research, but not in transferring research
into euros:'

In addition to excellent science the writer must address the fol
lowing key issues:

What exactlywill come out of the proposedwork i.e. the deliv
erables (prototypes, software, data, documents, databases,
media... )?

• Who will use these-or to be more specific who is the NEXT
USER?

• How will you deliver the results to these users-i.e. routes of
exploitation (publications, licences, spin off company, educa
tion..)?

This in fact is how proposals for Framework 6 should be started.
When this is defined then you can start designing the science.

Summary
The European Union provides funding for research to "strength
en the scientific and technological bases ofCommunity industry
and encourage it to become more competitive at international
level, while promoting all the research activities deemed necessary
by other Chapters ofthe Treaty:' (Article 163 EU Treaty). The funds
provide by the European Commission are public funds and there
is a legal requirement on the European Commission to continu
ouslymonitor howthese funds are used. Theymust also regularly
adapt the work-programmes and rules to reflect changes in new
political, economic and social challenges. Researchers who relyon
public funding for their research (National and EU) MUST
become more aware of these issues and they must be able to
address these non-scientific issues in the proposals. On a positive
note researchers who are aware of the political, economic and
social background to the Framework 6 Programme claim that it
makes their research more interesting AND they get more con
tracts.

About the author
Dr. Sean McCarthy (sean.mccarthy@hyperion.ie) is Managing
Director of Hyperion Ltd. Hyperion specialises in the develop
ment oftraining course for research managers. Full details oftheir
training courses can be found on www.hyperion.ie. Hyperion's
clients can be seen on www.hyperion.ie/clients.htm
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ACTIVITIES

WYP200S Kicks Off
..................................................................................

Representatives of 4 continents and 22 countries met in Graz,
Austria for a three day conference to discuss strategies and

ideas for implementing WYP200s. Specific ideas and plans were
presented in plenary and poster sessions by all participants.
Seven working groups also discussed physics in education, inter
national physics competitions, promoting science among young
people, events and exhibitions, popularising physics, physics in
the media and physics in different cultures. The role ofwomen
physics was an integral part of each of the working groups.

The conference was organised under the auspices of the Aus
trian Physical societywith the talent and energy ofMax Lippitsch,
Gero Vogl and Sonja Draxler. The University of Graz and the
State ofStyria were also instrumental in the organiosation.

M. Ducloy, EPS past president made the opening presentation.
He outlined the history of the initiative and EPS plans for 2005.
Through the involvement ofEPS member countries, a resolution
is currently being discussed at UNESCO to obtain its support for
the declaration of2oos as the World Year ofPhysics.

MIne Tania Friederichs represented the EU research Commis
sioner P. Busquin. Her message to the delegates stressed that
science and society issues, including the WYP200s initiative were
a priority within FP6. The successful implementation of the
European Research Area not only requires structured coherent
research, but an adequate supply oftrained scientists and a broad
general culture of science.

The last daywas devoted to project development sessions. The
participants of the conference laid the ground work and aims for
the following specific actions: architecture and science education;
couldn't be without it follow up activities; science storywriting; a
travelling exhibit showing the impact ofphysics in history, poli
tics, society and culture; light around the world; physics talent
search; and a physics calendar.

International Steering Committee
3rd meeting, 7July 2003, Graz (A)

r.................................................................................

The meeting was held as part of the plenary session of the 1st
WYP200s Preparatory Conference.

A draft resolution for UNESCO support for the declaration of
1005 as the World Year of Physics was prepared and widely dis
tributed for presentation to UNESCO delegations around the
world. The Brazilan UNESCO delegation, supported by France
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and Portugal presented the draft resolution to the Executive
Board of UNESCO at its meeting in April 2003. The resolution
was well received, and will be formally place on the Executive
Board's agenda for the September 2003 meeting, and transmis
sion to the UNESCO GeneralAssembly. Ifthe resolution is passed
by the UNESCO GeneralAssembly, itmay then be transmitted to
the UN General Assembly for eventual discussion and adoption.

The draft resolution was presented to the participants at the 1st
WYP200s Preparatory Conference. After some discussion and
clarification ofthe language, the resolution was unanimouslysup
ported by the participants at the conference.

All participants were urged to contact their UNESCO delega
tions and request support for the resolution.

Thewyp200S.org website is online. An electronic form is avail
able to sign up to join the WYP200s International Advisory
Committee. The lAC is open to national committees for
WYP200s activities, and to interested groups of physicists that
wish to organise activities. Information about activities will be
sent to those who sign up.

Once submissions for planned activities are received, an
events calendar will be generated. All participants were urged to
sign up and place their activities on the site.

As the status of the activities in the countries participating in
the conference was part of the regular agenda of the conference,
no reports were given.

The place and date of the next ISC meeting should coincide
with the 2nd WYP200S Preparatory Conference. If such a con
ference is held, it was felt that it should be piggy backed onto a
large physics conference outside of Europe, perhaps in Latin
America in early 2004, or the APS March meeting in Montreal.

"Science is physics, everything else
is stamp collecting" R.-therford

M.Ducloy and D. Lee met with Professor Jose Israel Vargas,
Brazil's Ambassador to UNESCO to discuss the progress

made in obtaining UNESCO support for the declaration of 2005
as the World year of Physics. Below is a summary of

ProfessorVargas, an intelligent, charming and entertaining per
son was very positive with regards to UNESCO support. He will
step down as Brazil's Ambassador, but will nonetheless continue
to represent Brazil on UNESCCYs Executive Board.

The next step in the process is the formal decision by the Exec
utive board in September 2003 to present the resolution declaring
2005 as the World year of Physics to the UNESCO General
Assembly this autumn. If adopted by the UNESCO General
Assembly, then direct action by UNESCO is possible, such as
organising conferences, direct appeal to UNESCO member states
to take action in 2005 to promote physics, prepare publications,
and use UNESCO's media contacts. UNESCO could also organ
ise a large kick-offevent early in 2005 at its headquarters in Paris.

It is generally accepted that science is important for economic
and cultural development. However, governments tend to favour
applied science. According to Professor Vargas, a good motto for
WYP200s might be«there is no applied science without science".

One important element to gather support for the initiative
could be to show the economic impact of Einstein's theories and
discoveries in modern life, from lasers to GPS. This would be ele
gant proofthat profound theories about the nature ofthe universe
have an impact on everyday life.
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europhysics news recruitment
Contact Susan Mackie • EDP Sciences. 250, rue Saint Jacques • F-75005 Paris. France
Phone +33 (0}1 5542 80 51 • tax +33 (0)1 463321 06 • e-mail mackie@edpsciences.org

ill
The Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin (HMI)

Member of the Hermann von Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren e.v.
. and the

Technische UniversiHit Berlin
invite applications for a joint appointment in the field

"Technologies in Photovoltaics"
as

Head of Department "Technology"
in the Division of Solar Energy Research of the HMI

and

University Professor (Bes.Gr.C3)
at the Faculty IV "Elektrotechnik und Informatik" of the Technische Universitat Berlin.

The Hahn-Meitner-Institut (HMI) is a scientific research centre with about 800 employees lo
cated at Berlin-Wannsee and Berlin-Adlershof. The main research activities are structural
research using neutrons, ions and synchrotron radiation and, in solar energy research, thin-film
photovoltaics. Solar energy research covers the entire range from basic research on materials
and concepts to the development of prototype solar cells and modules.
The department "Technology" is designed to link the research on solar cell development at a labor
atory scale with the requirements of industrial production. Investigations cover structuring, alter
native deposition processes and reliability control for solar cells and modules. At present, work
is concentrated on chalcopyrite solar cells based on sulphur, currently the most advanced HMI
concept.
We are looking for an Engineer/Physicist experienced in at least one of the following fields:

• industrial production of solar cells,
• development of thin-film solar cells,
• industrial quality control of devices.

Candidates holding a PhD in engineering/physics with an outstanding international reputation
for research in the fields of technology and preparation of thin-film solar cells are invited to
apply. We are looking for a candidate capable to motivating herlhis department and who is prepared
to accept management tasks within the HMI.
We expect the successful applicant to be committed to the general programme of teaching and
training of students at the Technische Universitat and to foster collaborations both internally and
externally. Within the main course, "Electrical Engineering", at the Technische Universitat,
shelhe is expected to teach the basics of photovoltaic energy conversion and the fabrication of
solar cells.
Both HMI and Technische Universitat Berlin are seeking to increase the number offemale scien
tists in their institutions. Therefore, women are especially encouraged to apply. Handicapped
applicants will be given preference over others of equal qualification. The legal requirements of
§ 100 BerlHG for entry into public service as a university proffessor (a leaflet will be sent upon
request, for a German version see htt;p:llwww.iv.tu-berlin.de/iv/fv/rundschreiben/prof-einst
vor.htrnl) must be satisfied.
Applications should be received within 4 weeks from the date of publication and should be
addressed to Prof. Dr. Michael Steiner, Scientific Director, HMI, Glienicker StraOe 100,
14109 Berlin, Germany, who also may be approached for further information by phone (+(49)
(0) 30 80622762) or e-mail (steiner@hrni.de).



Faculty Position in the Condensed Matter
Warsaw University

The Dean of the Faculty of Physics, Warsaw University
invites applications for the Associate Professor position at the
Institute of Theoretical Physics.
The successful candidate will be expected to carry out a high

level research program in the field of theoretical condensed
matter physics, and will contribute to teaching on both
undergraduate and graduate level. The Faculty may provide an
opportunity to employ a co-worker on the level of assistant
professor.
Qualifications of candidates include doctoral degree and

habilitation or equivalent.

The candidates should have an exceptional scientific record in
condensed matter theory, ability to initiate and conduct
scientific programs and demonstrate experience in teaching.
Detailed information: dziekfiz@fuw.edu.pl

The applications should be submitted to the Dean Office of the
Faculty of Physics, Warsaw University, ul. Hoza 69, 00-681
Warszawa, Poland before October 3, 2003.

The final decision is taken by the Faculty Selection
Committee by December 31,2003. The Committee may ask
the candidates for additional informations and invite them
to give a seminar at the Institute of Theoretical Physics.

The Faculty of Sciences, University of Geneva,
Switzerland, has an opening for a position as

FULL PROFESSOR
OR ASSOCiATE PROFESSOR

Responsibilities: This is a full time appointment
including 6 hours of lectures per week and research
activities in the area of Applied Physics. Teaching will be
given in French. The successful candidate is expected to
conduct a vigorous research program in the field of living
matter physics in collaboration with the other research
groups of (optical and materials science/superconductivity)
and local scientific infrastructures. Administrative charges.

Degree of requirements: Ph.D. or equivalent with
advanced training in physics.

Starting date: October 1st, 2004 or as agreed.
Applications, including curriculum vitae, list of

publications, list of references and a short research plan are
to be sent to the Dean of the Faculty of Sciences, 30, Quai
Emest-Anserrnet, CH-1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland.

Closing date for applications: November 30, 2003.
In an effort to involve both men and women in teaching and
research, the University encourages applications from women.

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE PER LA FISICA
DELLA MATERIA

Marie Curie Fellowships

for doctoral students in MATERIALS
AND PLASMA SCIENCE

I~I
SCIENCES

If you have and job vacancies wl).y

not advertis,e them in

europhysics news

are available at Universita degli Studi di Milano Bicocca
and Universita degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata in the
field of in Materials and Plasma Scitmce in the follOWing
topics:

• Semiconductors and semiconductor structures for micro
and opto-electronics

• New materials and structures for opto- and micro-
electronics

• Neutron spectroscopy and associated detectors

• Plasma Science

• Surface Science

Details on projects and application procedures can be
found bye-mail reclutamento@infm.it or at
http://www.infm. itlUklJoblTraining/Mcurie/index.html

Closing date for applications is 23 August 2003

Reach over 29.000 physicists and related

professionals in almost every field in Europe without

wasting your budget on the wrong audience!

www.edpsciences.org

Susan Mackie

250, rue Saint Jacques - F-75005 Paris. France

Tel. +33 (0) 1 55 42 80 51

Fax +33 (0) 1 46 33 21 06

mackie@edpsciences .org
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ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICS, a European Journal, publishes
papers on all aspects of astronomy and astrophysics: theoretical,
observational and instrumental, independently of the techniques used to
obtain the results.

The sections are :

1. Letters
2. Astrophysical processes
3. Cosmology (including clusters of galaxies)
4. Extragalactic astronomy
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